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Vision
To position the province of KwaZulu-Natal as Africa’s leading tourism destination nationally and 

internationally.

Mission
To initiate, facilitate, coordinate and implement strategic tourism marketing and demand-driven 

tourism development programmes, which will grow tourism thereby serving to achieve the 

transformation of the tourism sector within the province and provide economic benefits for all 

stakeholders and the province.

Objectives
•	 Increase foreign arrivals

•	 Increase share of domestic visitors

•	 Increase tourism expenditure (spend)

•	 Reduce foreign seasonality

•	 Increase geographic spread

•	 Improve destination image and service excellence

•	 Responsible and demand driven tourism development and accessibility

•	 Strategic leadership

•	 Transformation

•	 Enabling environment

Values
•	 We value the contribution of our people by recognising their performance and appreciating

them as people;

•	 We all strive for superior delivery of customer service both internally and externally;

•	 We are committed to making KZN the top destination in Africa;

•	 In performing our duties we will trust each other to be honest and reliable;

•	 We will respect each other and communicate in a way that demonstrates this;

•	 In all our dealings we will act with integrity, so that people trust us;

•	 Through our professionalism, people will value dealing with us; and

•	 Team spirit is what will make TKZN a great place to work!
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MEC’s message

The 2009/2010 financial year was an exciting and 

challenging time for South Africa, and Tourism KwaZulu-

Natal (TKZN) in particular. Not only was this financial year 

a period when the country was still picking up the pieces 

in the wake of the biggest global economic storm of our 

age, but it also saw the excitement leading up to the 2010 

FiFA Soccer World Cup gripping the nation.

As is the case when the economic wheels slow down, the As is the case when the economic wheels slow down, the Atourism industry was one of the sectors which was hardest Atourism industry was one of the sectors which was hardest Ahit by the economic meltdown, owing to the fact that it 

relies mostly on disposable income. 

However, the country’s successful hosting of the FIFA World Cup

has not helped lift the economic cloud that hovered over South Africa,

but has provided the country with a confluence of endless possibilities. 

Not only did this biggest sporting extravaganza on earth place South

Africa on the global map, but it has also provided the country with the 

biggest stage yet to market herself.

As the entity which has been given the responsibility to market the 

province of KwaZulu-Natal as a tourist destination of choice, we have 

no doubt that TKZN is more than ready to build on the gains brought 

about by this biggest sporting spectacle on earth. As we have always 

maintained, one of the legacies through which the 2010 FIFA World

Cup will be judged is the number of tourists visiting the country long after

the end of this biggest sporting event.

In keeping with its five-year strategic plan, the biggest challenge

facing TKZN is to harness the collective efforts of all the tourism 

stakeholders in order to increase both the domestic and inbound tourists 

visiting the province. 

But more importantly, in positioning the province of KwaZulu-Natal 

as the tourist destination of choice, TKZN will continue to ensure that 

its efforts are aligned with national priorities. It is because of this reason

that we support ongoing efforts to create a uniform identity.

TKZN has done a lot of work to create brand awareness for the 

province. It is pleasing to report that, according to tracking through AC

Nielsen, our brand has a 75% relevance association. This is important 

as it means that the market associates our brand with what we’re 

marketing, which triggers people to visit our province. TKZN will continue 

to monitor brand association.

The opening of the newly constructed King Shaka International

Airport will not only put the province on the global tourism map, but will 

ensure that the province is able to compete with other tourist destinations 

on an equal footing. We have no doubt that TKZN will ensure that the

airport becomes a springboard to boost tourism. 

Tourism has become one of the fasted growing sectors in the world, 

as evidenced by the fact that, even though 2009 was a tough year, 

the industry contributed R20.73 billion to the province’s coffers. The

growth of this industry has also seen the intensification of competition 

as countries the world over sharpen their strategies to get a slice of the 

global tourism pie. 

The 2010 FIFA World Cup has provided a firm foundation for the

province of KwaZulu-Natal to realise its full tourism potential. We have

no doubt that TKZN, working with all stakeholders in the tourism sector, 

will be able to seize the opportunity provided by this biggest sporting

spectacle on earth.

We are aware that as we aim to take advantage of this window
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we have only begun to scratch the surface in terms of our tourism potential. the task before tkzn and all of 

us is to work together to realise our potential and ensure that our region (saDC), and indeed the rest of the 

african continent, reclaims its rightful place among the communities of the world with regards to tourism. 

of opportunity, our international peers are also polishing up their act in 

order to remain competitive. It is for this reason that while competition

is inevitable, we should also seek to forge cooperation and synergies, 

particularly among African and other like-minded regions of the world, 

in order to ensure that we broaden our horizons and take advantage of

our collaborative efforts.

We have only begun to scratch the surface in terms of our tourism

potential. The task before TKZN and all of us is to work together to 

realise our potential and ensure that our region (SADC), and indeed

the rest of the African continent, reclaims its rightful place among the 

“
”

communities of the world with regards to tourism. This is a task that no 

doubt will be long and arduous, but we have confidence in the ability of 

TKZN to play a leading role in the attainment of this objective.

Michael Mabuyakhulu, MPP

MEC for Economic Development and Tourism
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Chairperson’s
Foreword

The 2009/2010 financial year marked the first full financial 

year since the beginning of our three-year term of office 

for the current Board. it is important to note that at the very 

beginning we were committed to the highest standards 

of corporate governance, hence a foundation was laid 

by holding a corporate governance workshop which was 

conducted by the institute of Directors. The purpose 

of this workshop was to embed a strong corporate 

governance culture into our business processes. This 

ensures that we are in a position to comply with all the 

legislative requirements as well as fulfilling our fiduciary 

duties and responsibilities. To this end, a shareholder 

compact has been entered into between the Board and 

our Shareholder (i.e. MEC for Economic Development 

and Tourism).

D
uring the year under review, significant progress has been 

made to achieve our vision, which is “to position the province 

of KwaZulu-Natal as Africa’s leading tourism destination, 

nationally and internationally.” We continued with the

implementation of our 2008-2012 provincial tourism strategy through a 

clearly defined action plan agreed between the Shareholder and us.

We also recognised the importance of working with our strategic

partners in order to leverage additional resources. With this in mind,

we have built strong relationships with the tourism trade through joint 

marketing agreements as well as training programmes for emerging 

tourism enterprises. These included training for emerging tour operators 

conducted in partnership with the Southern African Tourism Services

Association (SATSA) and FEDHASA East Coast for the training of hotel

managers for emerging accommodation establishments.

Our research unit continued to provide us with important market

intelligence on global and local tourism trends. This allows us  

continuously to monitor and evaluate our implementation of the strategy. 

We have also conducted event impact assessments and these form a

big source of our inbound tourism.

Transformation of the tourism sector is one of our key objectives. 

With this in mind, we have continued to focus on access to marketing for

emerging accommodation establishments. As part of our intervention, 

we have launched the concept of collective marketing through the 

development of a brand called “AfriPortico”. WeWeW have already allocated

resources to support this initiative and have put in place appropriate 

marketing plans to facilitate future financial sustainability and growth of 

the affiliated establishments. We have also put in place an Emerging Tour

Operator Empowerment Programme aimed at assisting tour operators

to access the market.

Service excellence is very important to the tourism sector and,

together with our partners, we have continued with our various 

programmes geared to promote this aspect including the Service

Excellence Awards ceremony. We also actively participated in the

Disney Institute Service Excellence Programme initiated by the National

Department of Tourism.

TKZN and other tourism stakeholders have identified a need to grow 

business tourism within the province. This was to recognise that the 

contribution made by business tourism has doubled compared to leisure 

tourism. It is for this reason that TKZN and other tourism stakeholders

agreed on the establishment of the provincial convention bureau to drive 

bids for hosting conferences and meetings as well as raising the level 

of awareness of the province’s meeting venues and related services. 

The provincial convention bureau will be fully operational in our next

financial year.
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During the year under review, significant progress has been made to achieve our vision, which is 

“to position the province of kwazulu-natal as africa’s leading tourism destination, nationally and 

internationally.

The new King Shaka International Airport will be critical from a

tourism perspective and we are working tirelessly in partnership with our 

strategic partners to ensure its sustainability as well as the growth of 

airlines and passenger traffic at the airport. We have played an important

role in bringing the Emirates Airline to launch the daily Dubai-Durban

route. It is encouraging to note that the route is currently achieving

satisfactory load factors with ample opportunities for further growth.

The year under review has been the busiest in preparation for 

the hosting of the 2010 FIFA World Cup. We have been very active,

initiating tourism activations, particularly in big soccer playing countries 

including the United Kingdom, Germany, Portugal, Spain, Argentina and

Nigeria. We focused not only on attracting large numbers of soccer

fans during the World Cup, but we also ensured that we utilised the

opportunity created by the global awareness about the country to build 

new relationships with tour operators who were previously not packaging 

our destination.

We again hosted a very successful 2009 Tourism Indaba. Our

continuous outstanding success in the hosting of the annual Tourism 

Indaba has gained us an opportunity to host this event in May 2010,

one month before the World Cup kick-off. We grabbed the opportunity

with open arms, taking cognisance of the competitive edge associated 

therewith. Tourism Indaba continues to be Africa’s premier tourism

exhibition, and through this event TKZN, together with its partners, has

put the province on the global tourism calendar.

The global economic crisis has impacted negatively on our current 

tourism environment. However, as per the World Travel and Tourism

Council’s latest forecast, the future outlook for both inbound tourism

arrivals and hospitality investments is very positive. Furthermore, through

the combination of skills and visionary leadership by both Management 

and the Board, we’ve been able to rise to the challenge and develop 

alternative approaches to turn those challenges into opportunities. 

We have prepared a very detailed programme performance report

in a separate section. I trust that it will give a very good insight into our

activities for the period under review.

I am very grateful to our Chief Executive Officer, Mr Ndabo Khoza,

TKZN Management and staff for once again exhibiting a high level of

professionalism, diligence, commitment and excellence in the execution

of the organisational activities. The Board joins me in thanking them for 

their tireless efforts.

I would also like to thank my colleagues on the Board for their

commitment and dedication to their role in ensuring that the organisation 

continued to be effective and I am confident that we have delivered

effectively on our mandate.

Our MEC for Economic Development and Tourism, Mr Michael

Mabuyakhulu, has shown a considerable amount of passion for the 

tourism sector since he took over this portfolio in May 2009. On

behalf of the Board, we are very grateful for his continued support and 

commitment to this sector. 

I thank you all and look forward to your continued support. I also

wish you every success in the year ahead, during the hosting of the 

2010 FIFA World Cup and beyond.

Tholakele Dlamini

Chairperson

“
”
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Board

Ms T Dlamini

Chairperson

Mr K Pretorius

Dr S Chonco

Deputy Chairperson

(resigned 31 May 2010)

Mr N Khoza

Chief executive Officer (ex officio)

Mr S Naidoo

Ms N Freysen-Pretorius

Mr Z Gwala

Ms S Maharaj
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Mr K Harie

Ms N Kheswa

Ms NZ Qunta

Mr M Khubone

(resigned 30 June 2009)

Mr S Mshengu

Ms CN Khumalo

(resigned 25 May 2009)

Ms Y Bacus
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The 2009/2010 financial year was an exciting and 

challenging year for South Africa, and Tourism KwaZulu-

Natal (TKZN) particularly, thanks to the excitement leading 

up to the FiFA World Cup as final deals were struck and 

the eyes of the world turned to South Africa.

On the other hand, the global economic slowdown was 

a huge problem for the tourism industry. The tourism 

industry is a cash business that relies on the availability 

of disposable income. Whenever there’s a downturn,

tourism tends to suffer.

However, be that as it may, hosting the FIFA World Cup has certainly

assisted South Africa and KwaZulu-Natal in complimentary market spend,

and the country and province have both received vast amounts of free 

advertising and awareness we otherwise would not have received. Thus, 

the gap between the marketing spend and the benefits we have received 

is very high, and this has been a huge advantage for South Africa and

KwaZulu-Natal.

TKZN is responsible, directly and indirectly, for the development, 

promotion and marketing of tourism into and within the province of 

KwaZulu-Natal. For us to achieve our mandate we formulated a five-

year strategy, for the period effective 2008 to 2012, which guides our 

activities, and takes into account key events during the medium term.

Within the five-year strategy, it had to be taken into account that

Durban will be a host city in the FIFA World Cup, and so TKZN needed

to engage with key tour operators and position KZN in both domestic 

and international markets in order to draw visitors during the FIFA World

Cup, and the future.

strategic leadership
We have a strategic leadership role in terms of domestic tourism

marketing, the custodianship of the tourism brand and what it stands 

for, and how we market and position ourselves as a province.

At a national level, with the formation of the new Department of 

Tourism, a process to develop a national tourism sector strategy was 

initiated. I was brought in to be a member of the panel of experts

overseeing the development of this strategy. This provided me with an 

opportunity to give provincial insights and perspectives alongside the 

national vision for the tourism sector. In particular, it is clear that tourism

should remain an economic driver, create jobs and contribute to GDP.

Furthermore, the role of government should be to support the promotion

of inbound tourism as well as creation of an environment conducive 

for tourism growth. This of course should be through infrastructure 

provision and appropriate policy framework. Our provincial government

has indeed taken the lead with these initiatives.

Going forward, we will continuously review our strategies to ensure

that they are aligned with the national strategies. This will allow us to 

leverage our activities in order to benefit from the national activities that 

are implemented.

Generic promotion and brand positioning
There have been some significant developments regarding national 

branding. The International Marketing Council (IMC), together with South

African Tourism (SAT), has done a lot of work to create a uniform identity

for the country. This work commenced during 2007, and national Cabinet

approved the final logo and brand in November 2009. This new brand and 

logo will give South Africa a consistent look and feel. It has three major

Chief Executive 
Officer’s report
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attributes, namely Ubuntu, Diversity and Possibilities, upon which we can 

build our provincial brand.

This new brand has allowed TKZN to review its brand positioning so 

that it aligns with national positioning. However, this will impact on our 

current logo and the “Zulu Kingdom” brand as well as our existing “pay-

off” line. Our provincial Cabinet has endorsed the decision of the national

Cabinet regarding the brand, and TKZN and Trade and Investment KZN

(TIKZN) have been tasked to conduct a review of the provincial brand

and come up with appropriate recommendations in this regard. A task 

team comprising the abovementioned entities has been set up and 

work has commenced. It is anticipated that this will be concluded in the

second quarter of the 2010/11 financial year. Provinces have been given 

until April 2011 to adopt the new national branding and logo. The only 

exception is that provinces will have an option to retain their own logo for

domestic marketing and could also have a separate and distinct “pay-off” 

line alongside the national logo.

Again, for the financial year under review, we formulated a structured 

brand communication plan which was supported by market insights and 

segmentation, as well as key source markets intelligence. This brand 

communication plan was effectively implemented during the financial year. 

In order to track the impact of our brand communication we also engaged

the services of a research company to track our “Zulu Kingdom” brand 

performance. It is encouraging that our brand noting was at 60% in 2009

compared with 53% in 2003. This is important as it means that the market

associates our brand with our marketing messaging as the “call to action”. 

This has resulted in more tourists (particularly domestic) continuing to visit

our destination. We will continue to monitor this important element of our

brand communication.

We also recognise that in as much as it is important to create brand

awareness, it is equally important that brand awareness actually translates 

into sales. It is for this reason that we formulated and started implementing

the Sales Growth Strategy, which is targeted at trade marketing, during

this financial year. The aim of this strategy was to grow the number of tour 

operators packaging and selling KZN in their itineraries as a destination. It is

based on our market mapping work that was done on our key tourism source 

markets. As part of the sales growth strategy we have sought to influence 

and introduce new itineraries particularly to ensure that key provincial 

attractions are included. It is encouraging that a number of tour operators

in the United Kingdom and Germany started introducing new itineraries,

particularly those that are exclusively focusing on our province. These tour

operators have indicated that they were satisfied with the sales performance 

of the new itineraries, but taking into account that they come off a low base, 

it was important to provide ongoing support to sustain them.

We also successfully hosted the 30th Tourism Indaba at the Inkosi

Albert Luthuli ICC during May 2009. This was the 20th time it was hosted

in Durban. Our commitment to this event is evident in how it has grown

from a relatively small trade exhibition to being amongst the most important

tourism events on the international tourism calendar. This event is also a 

platform where local tourism service providers get to meet hosted and 

visiting tourism services buyers. As a province we are committed to the 

growth of Indaba into Africa’s biggest tourism show and also to ensuring

that our provincial tourism trade reaps the benefits of hosting this event 

beyond the event itself.

We have upgraded our website and the development of our destination

management system continued during the year. This is in recognition 

of the impact of the social networks and the power of the internet in 

destination marketing. Our destination management system is aimed at

ensuring that those that visit our website don’t only access information 

we have been fortunate in a way that the tourism environment in the province has been relatively stable 

for everyone, from stakeholders, to tkzn to the government. this has created certainty and moved 

everyone closer to sharing a common vision, which bodes well for the future of tourism.

“
”
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about the province, but they are also able to book their holiday on-line. 

We	put	a	lot	of	effort	in	recruiting	the	trade	to	enlist	and	be	part	of	this	

on-line	booking	system.	Going	forward,	 there	 is	a	need	to	get	more	of	

our	 provincial	 product	 owners	 to	 enlist	 on	 this	 system.	Otherwise,	 our	

website continued to perform very well as it achieved very high levels of 

traffic and hit rates. 

An	important	development	is	the	near	completion	of	the	King	Shaka	

International	Airport.	For	some	time,	access	into	the	province	has	been	

a major problem, due to a lack of direct international flights, particularly 

regional	and	long	haul.	TKZN	has	cooperated	with	the	Airports	Company	

of	South	Africa	(ACSA)	to	promote	the	new	airport	and	raise	awareness	

with international airlines. Again, during this financial year, we participated 

at	 the	World	 Routes	Development	 Forum	where	we	met	 a	 number	 of	

international airlines and presented a case for them to consider Durban 

and	 the	 new	 King	 Shaka	 International	 Airport	 in	 their	 route	 planning.	

This	 work	 has	 started	 to	 yield	 positive	 results,	 with	 Emirates	 Airlines	

commencing	daily	flights	between	Durban	and	Dubai	as	from	1	October	

2009. This has presented a platform with sufficient air access capacity 

to grow. As part of our contribution to route marketing, sustainability and 

growth, we participated in various hosting and educational programmes 

for the media as well as agents from within the different countries to 

which	Emirates	Airlines	fly.	We	also	partnered	with	Emirates	Holidays	to	

ensure	 increased	 brochure	 listing	 for	 our	 destination.	 Furthermore,	 Air	

Mauritius has increased their direct flights scheduled into Durban due to 

increased demand for the route. Again, continued cooperation with Air 

Mauritius is important in order to grow this route.    

The abovementioned developments have resulted in an increase 

in airport passenger numbers and direct international arrivals into the 

province	during	 the	period	under	 review.	We	will	 continue	 to	work	with	

all the relevant stakeholders to increase the level of international direct 

air access to our province. This will include a special focus on growing 

regional	 air	 connectivity	 to	 the	 SADC	 countries,	 particularly	 those	 that	

are land-locked.

transformation
Transformation remains a critical issue for our industry and we have 

increased our focus in dealing with issues pertaining to this matter. 

During the year under review we were involved in specific initiatives, 

particularly in less developed areas, in order to upgrade or increase 

the level of awareness as well as to improve tourism offerings and 

attractions. The development of the first phase of the Bhambatha Lodge 

in	Ngome,	which	is	owned	by	the	Zondi	community,	was	completed.	We	

also worked with the Tembe community in developing a business plan for 

the	expansion	of	their	existing	accommodation	facilities.	Our	launch	for	

tourism	month	took	place	at	Isandlwana	and	focused	on	the	rich	cultural	

heritage	 of	 our	 province.	We	 also	 used	 this	 opportunity	 to	 unveil	 the	

concept	for	the	Isandlwana	Museum,	which	is	aimed	at,	amongst	other	

things, increasing commercial opportunities for local entrepreneurs.

We	conducted	research	into	the	capacity	of	our	provincially	based	

tour operators with a special focus on those owned by previously 

disadvantaged	individuals.	This	research	indicated	that	whilst	our	existing	

key tourism markets are very important for tourism growth, there are 

limited	business	opportunities	for	emerging	tour	operators.	With	this	in	

mind, we started focusing on what we have termed “secondary markets”. 

We	have	already	afforded	opportunities	for	our	emerging	tour	operators	

to	engage	with	tour	operators	in	countries	like	Turkey	and	Serbia.	Thus	

far, the results have been satisfactory and this has also afforded these 

tour operators the opportunity to start developing their own portfolio 

of clients. This will also ensure that they are in a position to sustain 

and grow their business with a reasonable level of certainty in terms of 

revenue generation. This also addresses the challenge of market access 

for new entrants into the tourism sector.

We	 also	 focused	 on	 the	 principle	 of	 collective	 marketing	 for	

accommodation establishments owned by previously disadvantaged 

individuals. This was achieved through working with a network of owners 

of accommodation establishments. Through this network a collective 

umbrella	brand	and	logo	called	“AfriPortico”	was	developed.	Going	forward,	

a collective marketing plan will be formulated including the setting up of a 

central	reservation	system,	website	and	general	sales	agency.	We	believe	
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that, taking into account the limited resources, the collective marketing 

approach will go a long way in stretching these for the benefit of the many 

accommodation establishments’ owners.

Our weekly tourism advisory services continued to attract a lot of

people who have an interest in setting up tourism related businesses. 

In our view, these workshops are also useful in ensuring that aspiring

entrepreneurs get background information on the tourism sector prior to 

committing any resources in this regard. This is critical because there 

were many entrepreneurs who found themselves in difficult situations 

and with us having to intervene after the event.

responsible, demand-driven product 
development
In line with the global tourism trends, we have also identified areas of

special interest tourism as opportunities for growing this sector into the 

future. Special focus has been on cruise tourism, health tourism, beach

tourism and hunting tourism.

With regard to beach tourism, a partnership agreement was entered

into between TKZN, TIKZN, the Industrial Development Corporation and

the Nonoti Community. The purpose of this partnership was to develop

a pre-feasibility study for packaging a concept for a beach resort to 

promote to investors. The pre-feasibility was completed and presented 

to the partners. The next phase is to attract appropriate investors for

this beach resort. This is but one of the initiatives aimed at developing 

beach tourism. It should be noted that the issue of development is very

high on our agenda since the Global Competiveness Study conducted

by the then National Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism

(now National Department of Tourism) identified this as a critical issue for

tourism growth in the country. Also, from our engagement with the various 

tour operators specialising on air charters, this was raised as a gap in our 

provincial tourism offerings. It is also encouraging that the construction

of the Fairmont Zimbali Resort is being completed in time for the World

Cup. This does not only begin to address the issue of beach resorts, but

also deals with the issue of the availability of international hotel brands in 

the province. 

Health tourism is another area of tourism that is growing globally. As 

part of creating awareness and promoting our existing facilities, as well

as attracting possible investors, the province will be hosting the World

Health Tourism Congress in October 2010. The event will attract buyers

of health tourism products and business-to-business meetings will be 

scheduled for our local product owners.

Durban is the ninth busiest port in the world and the busiest port in 

Africa. However, cruise tourism has in the past not received a special 

focus. In 2007, TKZN joined the Cruise Indian Ocean Association

(CIOA) and in 2008 was appointed the Secretariat for this organisation.

A formal launch of this association in South Africa took place during

the Tourism Indaba 2009. Since then we have been actively driving

the various programmes aimed at growing cruise tourism in the region. 

As a result, an agreement was entered into with Seatrade to host an

inaugural Seatrade Africa event in Durban in 2011.		

According to the latest research and reports, the cruise industry 

is growing and the cruise liners are looking for new destinations. It is

against this background that Cruise Indian Ocean destination is being

marketed. As a sign of confidence in this sector, the Mediterranean 

Shipping Company (MSC) brought the Sinfonia (which is bigger than

the previous cruise liners) to Durban during the 2009/10 season. Based

on the statistics, this cruise season was successful as there were more 

than 75,000 passengers that disembarked in Durban. TKZN is now 

developing initiatives to support MSC, and we are also encouraging

other relevant stakeholders to come on board.

There are a number of other important initiatives which we have 

detailed in the departmental reports section of this annual report.

strategic partnership and alignment
It is important to note that beyond the promotion, the facilitation of the

overall hospitality industry is made up of various role players. Therefore, 

engagements, partnerships and communication are critical to ensure that 

there is a shared vision and message for the destination. It is for this

reason that we have continued our quarterly forum meeting where we 

engage the tourism trade and also share our insights and intelligence. We
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also use this platform to share information about our own activities so as 

to	create	leveraging	opportunities	for	the	trade.	We	also	identified	certain	

key developments within the province and ensure that, where necessary, 

relevant keynote speakers are invited to address and update the tourism 

trade.

Business tourism was identified as another key driver of tourism 

growth.	 The	 Inkosi	Albert	 Luthuli	 ICC	has	 a	 very	 important	 role	 to	 play	

in this regard because they have the capacity to host major international 

congresses and conventions. During this financial year, we accelerated 

our	engagements	with	 the	 ICC,	particularly	on	bid	 identification,	hosting	

of evaluation and inspection teams, delegate boosting as well as support 

during	the	hosting	of	the	actual	event.	We	worked	on	a	number	of	bids	

together	including	that	of	the	2011	Global	Travel	and	Tourism	Summit	of	

the	World	Travel	and	Tourism	Council.

It	 is,	however,	 important	 that	we	 follow	best	practice	 in	growing	our	

business	tourism.	One	 initiative	 identified	was	the	possible	establishment	

of a Durban-KwaZulu-Natal convention bureau. As a result, we conducted 

research on the impact of a convention bureau in order to have an 

appropriate	business	case	for	the	establishment	of	such	an	institution.	Our	

research confirmed the importance of a convention bureau. As a result, the 

province,	 under	 the	Department	of	Economic	Development	 and	Tourism	

(including	 TKZN),	 eThekwini	 Municipality	 (including	 Durban	 Tourism),	

Inkosi	 Albert	 Luthuli	 ICC	 and	 the	 Durban	 Chamber	 of	 Commerce	 and	

Industry,	formally	commenced	the	process	of	establishing	the	Convention	

Bureau.	It	is	anticipated	that	this	joint	initiative	will	be	fully	functional	by	the	

second quarter of the 2010/11 financial year and more partners will be 

invited	to	become	members.	In	the	meantime,	the	existing	aforementioned	

cooperation continues between the partners in attracting business tourism. 

This	again	is	a	good	example	of	partnership	amongst	stakeholders.

We	believe	 it	 is	 critical	 to	 form	strong	partnerships	with	 all	 tourism	

associations to work together to cooperate with programmes to grow the 

tourism sector as partners. But it is also important to cooperate with all 

levels of government. This assists us to coordinate and align our activities 

so we can emerge stronger, rather than competing with each other 

unnecessarily.

Conclusion
We	have	been	fortunate	 in	a	way	that	 the	tourism	environment	 in	 the	

province has been relatively stable for everyone, from stakeholders, 

to TKZN to the government. This has created certainty and moved 

everyone closer to sharing a common vision, which bodes well for the 

future of tourism.

We	have	built	a	good	relationship	with	the	media	which	we	regard	

as	critical	 in	positioning	our	destination	and	 its	 image.	 In	this	way,	we	

have seen an emergence of a dedicated media team that specialises in 

tourism and economic development related stories, thus complementing 

and giving credibility to the message that we and the government are 

communicating around tourism.

The big challenge for all of us is to now utilise the awareness created 

by	the	hosting	of	the	2010	FIFA	World	Cup	to	benefit	tourism	beyond	

the	event.	We	should	use	the	30	days	to	create	a	legacy	by	showcasing	

the	best	of	what	our	country	offers,	our	service	excellence,	build	a	long	

lasting positive image and create ambassadors who will take this and 

spread all over the world, and generate return visitors.

I	wish	to	extend	my	thanks	to	our	Board	Chairperson,	Ms	Tholakele	

Dlamini, and all members of the Board for their guidance and support 

during	 the	 financial	 year.	 Our	 MEC	 for	 Economic	 Development	 and	

Tourism, Mr Michael Mabuyakhulu, has, as always, put tourism as a 

priority	for	the	province	and	I	would	like	to	thank	him	for	this.

I	would	also	like	to	thank	my	TKZN	team	who	have	worked	tirelessly	

for the sole vision of positioning our province as a leading tourism 

destination.	 I	 fully	appreciate	all	 your	efforts	and	commitments	 to	our	

vision.

Ndabo Khoza

Chief	Executive	Officer

Tourism KwaZulu-Natal
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Objectives
•	 To build a strong, integrated KwaZulu-Natal tourism brand;

•	 To defend KwaZulu-Natal’s domestic market share;

•	 To grow international arrivals;

•	 To grow KwaZulu-Natal’s business tourism in partnership with

Durban Tourism and the ICC;

•	 To create brand alignment and synergy with sub-brands; and

•	 To strengthen trade relations with trade partners.

key performance areas
•	 Brand and leisure marketing;

•	 International marketing;

•	 Trade marketing;

•	 Business tourism;

•	 Events marketing;

•	 2010 FIFA World Cup;

•	 Indaba; and

•	 Group tourism support.

General Manager’s overview
As a province, KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) is doing well in terms of domestic

market share, currently sitting at 30-32%. KZN is the market leader by far,

so TKZN’s goal is to defend and grow this market share into the future.

Destinations aspire to grow their arrivals from international markets, 

and one of KZN’s biggest hindrances in the past has been limited air 

access, due to Durban International Airport, with one exeception, only

flying domestic routes. Durban received a major boost in October 2009

with the launch of international flights through Emirates Airlines, enabling

KZN to implement international marketing initiatives and start growing 

international market share. 

TKZN introduced a Sales Growth Strategy in 2009. The main

objective of the Sales Growth Strategy is to grow the numbers of tour

operators that package KZN as a destination. TKZN piloted the project 

in Germany and the United Kingdom as KZN’s key source markets, and

implemented it in 2009. To date the project has helped TKZN shape itself 

in terms of how international tourism in a South African province should

be structured. In the past, the Marketing and Communications Division

used to approach the market as Brand, Leisure and Business Tourism 

Activities, but now the approach is based on market development on 

the three regions, namely UK and US, Africa, Asia and Australasia, and

Inland Europe. This has helped Marketing with the manner in which the

Division engages with trade and General Sales Agencies (companies

that represent KZN in different markets). TKZN has two General Sales

Agencies, namely Tourlink in Germany and AMG in the UK.

In 2009, South African Tourism embarked on a brand alignment

process. The main objective was to transform the image of the South

African brand locally and internationally by creating a compelling 

South African brand proposition. This was done at a national level

and cascaded to the provinces to align themselves with the South

African brand. This was to ensure that all provinces had an integrated 

brand which cut across all departmental or parastatal levels. KZN will 

implement the brand alignment work for the province in 2010. The big 

positives from this brand alignment exercise is that all South African

tourism associations will be able to leverage off each other through their 

aligned look and feel.

In line with the brand communication strategy, the key deliverable

is to roll out an aggressive destination marketing campaign, ensuring a 

year-round media presence. For the 2009/10 fiscal year, the strategy

was implemented through above the line (ATL) and below the line (BTL)

platforms i.e. electronic, outdoor print media and activation at consumer 

Marketing and 
Communications

Nqobile Majozi
General Manager:  

Marketing and Communications
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exhibitions. The advertising agency undertook a brand communication

review and the report formed the basis for the new domestic campaign 

which was launched in December 2009.

performance highlights
Joint Marketing Agreements (JMA)
In Africa, TKZN had two JMAs, one with Thompsons Africa and one

with African Link. Thompsons Africa is one of the biggest inbound tour 

operators, holding over 60% of the inbound arrivals market. African Link’s

JMA focus on the African continent. This is particularly important as for

2010, the strategy is to grow the African market. South African Tourism’s

focus for 2010 is also to drive the African market as they believe the 

market holds huge potential for growth.

In the UK, TKZN had five JMAs with tour operators. These all

performed well. One of the biggest tour operators with which has TKZN

had a JMA is Virgin Holidays. They reported an 11% growth last year,

much of which has been attributed to TKZN’s JMA with them. It is in

TKZN’s best interests to review these JMAs in the coming year and

renew the ones that have done well for the province. The UK market is 

the number one international market for South Africa and KZN. TKZN

has also developed a strategic partnership with Ecco Tours, one of the

biggest tour operators in the UK market. They have an office in Cape

Town, and for the first time last year, TKZN managed to get them to 

host a post-Ecco Tours Academy in KZN, which has done a lot to drive

awareness of the province and what it has to offer.

As part of TKZN’s Sales Growth Strategy implementation the focus

will also be on the US market. South African Tourism has conducted

research to find out where the major volume of visitors is coming from 

and has identified five key states to focus on. TKZN is confident that they 

will master this market. South African Tourism already has a presence in

these key states and TKZN is working closely with them to understand 

the markets there. The US also provides an opportunity to involve KZN

SMMEs whereby TKZN can take these SMMEs with them to the US

market and introduce them to inbound tour operators who need to link 

up with local products.

TKZN has five JMAs in Europe, three with companies based in

Germany and two in Switzerland. The one that has performed particularly

well is the JMA with Knecht, based in Switzerland, and they have driven

huge volumes of tourists to South Africa. As part of the JMA contract

with them, Knecht will be sending their agents to KZN for an academy 

so that they can understand what the province has to offer.

AfriPortico
In line with the Tourism Development Programme, one of the key

deliverables for TKZN is to facilitate transformation in the industry. 

Emerging enterprises, both accommodation and tour operators, face a

challenge with regard to market access. TKZN strategically embarked on 

the AfriPortico initiative with a network of emerging enterprises through 

the Africa Unite Tourism Enterprise Network Project. The purpose of the

project was to develop KZN SMMEs into a sustainable entity and enable

them to play a meaningful role in the tourism mainstream economy, and 

this culminated in the establishment of the AfriPortico brand. TKZN 

launched the AfriPortico brand at Indaba 2010.

Campaign on German radio
TKZN partnered with SAT in Germany in a joint Mega Kick radio promotion

with SWR3, Germany’s number one radio station (main broadcasting

area: Baden-Württemberg, Rhineland-Palatinate, but also part of North

Rhine-Westphalia, Hesse, Bavaria, Saarland and Switzerland) with 3.8

million listeners.

as a province, kwazulu-natal (kzn) is doing well in terms of domestic market share, currently sitting at 

30-32%. kzn is the market leader by far, so tkzn’s goal is to defend and grow this market share into the 

future.

“
”
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The promotion was in the form of a competition promoting KwaZulu-

Natal and was conducted in two phases. Phase one comprised pre-

promotions and calling for entries. Phase two was the selection of 

the	 winners,	 out	 of	 the	 130	 000	 entries	 which	 were	 received.	 This	

culminated in a selected 70 listeners visiting KZN where they enjoyed 

the	 tour	of	Moses	Mabhida	Stadium	 in	Durban,	and	also	 tested	 their	

skills against a local team. This was followed by a diski dancing course 

and	 enjoyed	 safaris	 in	 the	 iSimangaliso	Wetland	Park	 and	Hluhluwe,	

amongst	other	experiences.	

The	 tour	 was	 covered	 by	 the	 SWR3	 through	 live	 interviews	 and	

online.	With	this	coverage,	the	destination	is	will	be	assured	growth	in	

the	German	market	beyond	2010.

TUi travel agents educational 
TKZN	participated	at	the	TUI	“South	African	Experience”	workshop	which	

took	place	at	the	Blauwklippen	Wine	Estate	in	Stellenbosch	on	4	February	

2010.	This	an	annual	marketing	event	within	the	TUI	German	marketing	

strategy	rotates	amongst	key	top	destinations	that	TUI	sells.	South	Africa	

was selected to host the 2010 event. The main purpose of the workshop 

was	 to	 expose	 the	 TUI	 travel	 agents	 from	 across	 Germany	 to	 South	

African destinations and products. Provinces and products were invited to 

present	their	offerings	to	approximately	100	agents	and	media.	

As	a	result	of	the	relationships	created	at	this	educational,	TUI	will	

be including a KZN itinerary in the annual brochure for the first time. 

Soccer World Cup 2010
TKZN took advantage of marketing opportunities and platforms 

presented	by	the	2010	FIFA	World	Cup	to	further	enhance	its	marketing	

efforts	 in	key	source	markets.	For	 the	period	under	 review,	TKZN,	 in	

conjunction	with	the	Provincial	2010	Coordination	Unit	in	the	Office	of	

the	Premier,	embarked	on	2010	marketing	activations16	at	platforms	

such	as	the	South	Africa	Day	celebration	event	and	Fitur	in	Spain,	the	

Lisbon	 Travel	 Fair	 in	 Portugal,	 the	 ITB	 in	 Germany	 and	 International	

Tourism Trade in Argentina.

In	an	effort	 to	better	market	the	destination	 internationally	for	 the	

2010	 FIFA	 World	 Cup	 and	 beyond,	 a	 brochure	 entitled	 “Things	 to	

do	 in	 KZN	 during	 the	 2010	 Soccer	World	 Cup”	 was	 translated	 and	

made	available	 in	 languages	such	as	Portuguese,	Spanish,	Afrikaans,	

German	and	English.	The	brochures	produced	were	distributed	at	2010	

International	marketing	platforms.

Meetings Africa
TKZN’s participation at Meetings Africa 2010, which took place in 

Johannesburg	 in	 February,	 experienced	 colossal	 growth	 in	 support	

and	 participation	 by	 the	 KZN	 Business	 Tourism	 trade.	 Compared	 to	

the previous year with five members representing industry, 2010 saw 

representation	 grow	 to	 14	 companies	 exhibiting	 alongside	 TKZN	

representing the province.

events
TKZN supported a number of highly successful annual events, including 

Splashy	 Fen,	 the	 Dusi	 Canoe	 Marathon,	 the	 Sardine	 Festival	 and	

Tourism Month. TKZN worked hard to leverage off these events to drive 

awareness of the province.

indaba 2009
This	 event	 was	 a	 great	 success.	 Indaba	 2009’s	 theme	was	 ‘Soccer	

World	Cup’.	TKZN	partnered	with	the	City	to	have	one	big	stand	with	the	

intention of driving what Durban is about relating to its status as a host 

city	for	the	FIFA	World	Cup.

Tourism Quarterly Growth Forum
TKZN has a platform to engage the local trade, called the Tourism 

Quarterly	Growth	Forum.	These	are	held	 four	 times	a	 year	 and	have	

proved to be a very viable platform for TKZN to disseminate information 

to the trade.
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Tourism Month Launch
To highlight the tourism industry in KwaZulu-Natal, TKZN embarks on the 

Tourism Month campaign each year. The theme this year was “Tourism 

– Celebrating Diversity”. Through this TKZN and its partners showcased

the culture and heritage of our province.  The event took place in one 

of the remote destinations within the Zulu Kingdom. Through this event 

TKZN was able to address the issue of geographic spread through the 

amount of coverage received during and after the event.

For the 2009 Tourism Month launch, TKZN again increased the

magnitude of the event, as had been the case in the previous year. There 

was an official launch ceremony, and a media and stakeholder hosting 

programme thereafter.  This not only raised the profile of the event, but 

also of the destination through media coverage incuding Sunrise from

eTV.

Service Excellence Awards
During this period TKZN worked on encouraging greater participation 

in the Service Excellence Campaign for the 2009 Awards. A panel of

judges representing different sectors – including the Grading Council of

SA – adjudicated the entries, which were substantially higher in number

than had been the case in previous years. The restaurant body, the 

Chaine Des Rotisseur, adjudicated the restaurants.

On 14 April 2009, TKZN successfully held its Service Excellence

Awards ceremony at the ICC. The event was well attended by media as

well as stakeholders. TKZN continued to work closely with the Chaine De

Rotisseur, the Grading Council of South Africa, the Federated Hospitality

Association of Southern Africa (FEDHASA) East Coast, the Southern

African Association for the Conference Industry (SAACI) and Southern

Africa Tourism Service Association (SATSA) to enhance the value of the

Service Excellence Campaign as well as the awards.

image Building and Media Leveraging
Through media monitoring TKZN was able to track reporting done by 

journalists through different media channels. It was noted in the year

under review that there was no negative reporting and a lot of positive 

coverage was received. As TKZN, we also continued to build positive 

media relations through the hosting that we do during key highlighted 

events. Our belief is that we need to expose journalists to what the

province has to offer so that they can talk and/or write about their own 

experiences.
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programme B: Marketing and Communications

Domestic Marketing (Trade) 

Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Africa, 
Asia and 
Australasia

Implementation	of	
brand communication 
strategy for the 
leisure market. 

Brand marketing 
campaign – through 
the line platforms.

Successfully	obtain	
and manage the 
communication of brand 
alignment,	TV	advertising,	
billboards and publications 
for three-year contract 
period.

•		Advertising	campaign	review	presented	to	
the marketing committee

•		TKZN	embarked	on	a	joint	marketing	
initiative with domestic and international 
broadcast media

•		Brand	media	communications	campaign	
started November 2009 until May 2010

•		Destination	profile	through	SAA	film	series	
Celebrate	2010	in	SA, the Art of 2010, 
SA	Ready	for	2010	Match	Action, SA	
Countdown	to	FIFA	SWC, produced and 
aired	on	SAA	domestic	and	international	
flights.

Customer	Relations	
Management	(CRM)	
programme activation 
and management 
optimising business 
tourism, consumer 
and tradeshow 
databases.

Number	of	CRM	
initiatives activations.
Development 
and production of 
innovative branded 
collateral and Point of 
Sale	(POS)	material	
required to market the 
province.

Launch	of	CRM	
campaigns in support of 
events in the province.
Ensure	comprehensive,	
generic and equitable 
coverage of destination 
through	brochures,	DVDs	
and other collateral.

•		CRM	campaign	took	place	as	an	integral	
element	of	the	Media	Communications	
Campaign

•		Electronic	brochure	“Things	to	Do	in	KZN	
during 2010” distributed internationally and 
a	provincial	event	guide	magazine	is	being	
published bi-monthly. 

Destination support 
and collateral.

Brand alignment 
between national 
province and 
destination brand.

Regular	communication	
and timeous production of 
brochures between TKZN 
and destinations.
Activation	of	MOU	
deliverables with sub- 
destinations and coastal 
routes.

•		A	forum	to	facilitate	marketing	activities	for	
the	Battlefields	Route	was	established

•		PTF	members	were	updated	about	the	
progress	on	Indaba,	domestic	consumer	
shows	and	preparations	of	FIFA	SWC	and	
other marketing activities

•		TKZN	supported	the	printing	of	the	South	
and	North	Coast	destination	brochures.	
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Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Africa, 
Asia and 
Australasia

Profile the destination 
in Africa, Asia and 
Australasia. 

Implementation
of familiarisation 
programme. 

Increase destination
awareness and defend 
domestic market 
share. 

Domestic 
familiarisation tour 
for Professional 
Conference Organiser
(PCO), trade, media,
VIP’s, incentive buyers
and conference 
buyers.
Level of awareness 
regenerated and 
bookings. Secured at
shows.

Leverage off existing		
Coastal MOUs with
Eastern Cape & Western
Cape.

Investigate and participate
in approved leisure shows 
for AAA for the financial 
year.  

•		TKZN participated at the MOU Steering
Committee to develop the Coastal Route.

•		Participated in the DSTV Getaway Show
at the Coca-Cola dome, Johannesburg in
September 2009.

•		Participated in the Soweto Festival, held
at the Vista Campus of the University of
Johannesburg, Soweto in September 2009.

•		Participated in the Cape Outdoor Adventure
and Travel experience held at Franschhoek,
CT in October 2009.

•		Participated in Beeld Holiday show at
Gallagher Convention Centre in February
2010.

Exhibiting at the
relevant shows to 
profile the destination 
domestically.

Ensure SMMEs
participation in domestic 
shows.

•		At each of the four domestic consumer
shows that TKZN participated in during the 
period under review, two SMME businesses
were represented and got market exposure
and trade linkage opportunities as part 
of TKZN’s development strategy that 
targets and seeks to provide access-to-
market opportunities for emerging tourism 
businesses in KZN.

programme B: Marketing and Communications
Domestic Marketing (Trade) (continued)
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Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Africa, 
Asia and 
Australasia

Profile the destination 
internationally in line 
with	Tourism	Sales	
Growth	Strategy.

Improve	trade	
relations and better 
communication with 
KZN trade partners.

In	conjunction	with	TIS	
and	TSA,	research	the	key	
player and volume drivers in 
this segment.
Roll	out	the	market	
mapping	exercise	in	the	
top performance countries 
within the region.
Participation in key 
consumer shows aligned 
with	SAT’s	strategy.	Focus	
on	work	with	Cox	and	King	
in	India.

•		In	line	with	the	sales	growth	strategy,	TKZN	
was part of a Provincial trade delegation 
to	Nigeria	and	Ghana,	which	took	place	in	
November 2009

•		TKZN	participated	in	the	Sanganai	World	Travel	
and	Tourism	expo	which	took	place	in	Harare,	
Zimbabwe	in	October	2009

•		Market	mapping	for	Nigeria	obtained	from	SAT
•		JMA	signed	with	Cox	and	Kings	in	India	–	a	
leading	tour	operator	for	SA.

Maintain trade college 
support system 
and develop brand 
presenters and fiscal 
activity operational 
calendar.

To call on top trade 
quarterly who are leading 
inbounds for AAA.
Maintain tourism quarterly 
growth forum post trade 
show.
Maintain and enhance the 
trade database for the key 
source markets.
Trade workshops.

•		Participated	in	Eco-tour	academic	Workshop	in	
May 2009

•		Trade	Growth	Quartely	Forums	took	place	in	
2009

•		Participated	in	the	African	Trade	Network	
function	in	Gauteng	in	March	2010.

Implementation	
of domestic joint 
marketing agreement 
cooperative initiatives.

Increase	brochure	listing	
and arrivals for KZN.

To implement at least one 
domestic	JMA.

•		An	11%	year-on-year	increase	in	KZN’s	
domestic tourist arrivals was reported by 
TKZN’s	domestic	JMA	partner	an	achievement	
in comparison to tourist arrivals during the 
2008 review period

	•	Thompson’s	Tours	contract	implemented	in	
partnership	with	Checkers	and	Computicket,	
where packages to KZN, targeting the lower 
LSM	travellers,	were	sold

•		Existing	JMA	with	African	Link	target	the	
SADC	market	with	the	following	activities:
-   KZN Beach packages promoting – budget 

travel till December 2009
-			KZN	Packages	for	the	Sanganai	Expo,	

Zimbabwe
-   Packaging around the Amashovashova 

cycle race.

programme B: Marketing and Communications
Domestic Marketing (Trade) (continued)
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Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Africa, 
Asia and 
Australasia

Profile destination 
internationally via trade 
exhibitions.

Improved and increased
awareness of KZN as a 
destination in our core 
markets internationally 
as per Sales Growth
Strategy.

Participation in key trade 
exhibitions in this market.

TKZN participated in Indaba 2009.

Facilitation of trade,
business tourism and 
media familiarisation 
trips.

Improved and increased
profiling of KZN as a 
destination in its core 
markets internationally.

Implement at least four
familiarisation trips per 
annum.

Hosted post-meetings Africa familiarisation trip 
finalisation in February 2010.

Small Medium Micro
Enterprises (SMMEs)
trade marketing 
support provision.

Contribution towards
tourism industry 
transformation and 
development.
Assisting SMMEs to
gain access to the 
tourism market.

Production of marketing 
collateral and web page.
Trade linkages and support.

Brochures and business cards were produced for 
the qualifying SMME businesses at Indaba 2009.

Improved understanding
of SMMEs tactical and
strategic participation 
in selective trade and 
consumer shows.

SMMEs participation
in selected trade and 
consumer exhibitions.

•		35 SMMEs were assisted to participate in
Indaba, reflecting 6% growth from 2008 and
were invited to attend key KZN events such 
as the CEO’s breakfast to give them access to
tourism trade in an effort to creation of market-
access opportunities for their businesses

•		Selected SMMEs participated in and were
exposed to four consumer shows, during the
period under review.

programme B: Marketing and Communications
Domestic Marketing (Trade) (continued)
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Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

AAA Business 
Tourism

Profile KZN as 
business	tourism	(BT)
destination. 

Increased	awareness	
about the province as 
a business tourism 
destination.

Destination participation 
in key business tourism 
exhibitions/shows	
and business tourism 
workshops.  
Production of business 
tourism marketing collateral.
Host business tourism/
events media from Africa, 
Asia and Australia.
Establish	and	participate	
at the bid forum consisting 
of	TKZN,	ICC	and	Durban	
Africa.

•		Marketing	collateral	distributed	at	the	Wild	Talk	
info	desk.	TKZN	exhibited	in	Wild	Talk	Film	
Festival

•		An	advert	was	placed	in	the	Conferences,	
exhibitions	and	Events	guide	in	May

•		Planning	session	workshop	for	World	Health	
Tourism	congress	2010	took	place	at	ICC

	•		Participated	in	Soccerex
•		Participated	in	the	Meetings	Africa	Exhibition.

Implementation	of	
BT familiarisation 
programmes. 

Domestic	Familiarization	
tours for Professional 
Conference	Organisers	
(PCO).	
Level of awareness 
generated.
Familiarisation	trips	for	
media.

Familiarisation	trips	
for	at	least	10	PCOs	
(five	domestic	and	five	
international).
At least four conference 
buyers.
At least four scouting visits 
familiarisation tours for 
ICC	and	other	conference	
venues.

•		In	partnership	with	KZN	Wildlife	TKZN	hosted	
delegates	of	Wild	Talk	Film	Festival

•		Hosted	a	networking	function	for	the	Wild	Talk	
Africa Delegate

•		Hosted	Aura	Events	International	and	Dr	
Constantinides	on	a	township	tour

•		Participated	in	several	post-meetings	Africa	
familiarisation	trip,	which	took	place	in	February	
2010.

•		Hosted	INTTC	president
•		Hosted	business	tourism	buyers	in	participation	
with	SAT.

Assisting destination 
BT partners in 
attracting new 
conferences into KZN.

Provide conferences 
leads to the BT sector 
and incentives into the 
province.
Mining	of	ICCA	
Database.

Use	International	Congress	
&	Convention	Association	
(ICCA)	database	for	
sourcing new conferences 
from AAA associations.
Participate in the activeness 
of	Society	of	Incentives	and	
Travel	Executives	(SITE)	
to attract incentives to the 
province.

Committed	to	sponsor	the	SITE	conference	in	
December 2010.

programme B: Marketing and Communications
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Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Conversion of business
tourists to leisure 
tourists.

CRM Programme
implementation using 
database.

Level of database usage/
direct mail interest in 
destination.
Destination profiling during 
conferences.

•		For certain conferences had an information										
     office.

Co-funding bids and
delegate boosting 
promotional activity 
(for Associations and
other Institutions) in
association with Durban 
Tourism and the ICC.

Number of bids 
supported.
Delegate participation &
conference leveraging.

2009/10 Plan Focus areas
Conference leveraging.
World Health Tourism –
Marketing, workshops and 
delegate boosting.
Meetings Africa pre and 
post tours.
World Water Forum –
delegate boosting.

•		TKZN hosted two groups on the post-meeting
Africa tour

•		Participated in the World Water Forum in
Turkey

•		Participated at the 4th World Health Tourism
Congress in Manilla

•		Hosted pre- and post tours for meetings
Africa.

Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

UK and US Profile the destination 
internationally in line 
with Tourism Sales
Growth Strategy.

Improved trade
relations and better 
communication with 
KZN trade partners.
Increased brochure
listings and arrivals for 
KZN.
Improve brand
awareness in key 
source and investment 
markets.

In conjunction with TIS and
SAT understanding research
the key players and volume 
drivers in this segment.
Roll out the market mapping
exercise in US and Canada.		
Participation in key 
consumer shows/activation 
aligned to SA Tourism’s
strategy. 
Implement 10 JMAs in UK,
five JMAs in US and
Canada.

•		Participated in the World Travel		Market which
took place in London, November 2009

•		Participated in Pre WTM workshop and ECCO
Tours workshops held in London, Crawley,
Reading and Dublin in November 2009

•		Conducted trade sales calls in the UK
•		Six JMA’s were approved and implemented in

UK

programme B: Marketing and Communications
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Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

UK and US Maintain a trade 
collage support system 
including branded 
trade presenters and 
2009/10 activity 
operational calendar.

Improved	trade	
relations and better 
communication with 
KZN trade partners.

Call	on	to	at	least	five	top	
trade	quarterly	(leading	
inbound)	in	line	with	the	
Sales	Growth	Strategy.
Maintain and enhance the 
trade database for the key 
source markets.
Trade workshops with 
strategic partners.

•		In	the	first	quarter,	trade	presenter	tool	kit		
activity and a trade activity calendar produced 
and printed

•		In	the	fourth	quarter	sales	conducted	in	the	UK.

Profile destination 
internationally via trade 
exhibitions.

Improved	and	increased	
awareness of KZN as a 
destination in our core 
markets internationally 
as	per	Sales	Growth	
Strategy.

Participation in key 
international	trade	exhibitions

Participated	in	the	SAT	workshops	in	the	UK	and	
attended	WTM.

Maintain trade 
representation in core 
source markets: UK 
and	US.

Increased	level	of	
cooperative agreements 
and	JMA	with	strategic	
partners in those 
markets.

Appointment	of	General	
Sales	Agents	in	UK	and	US.	
Level	of	volume	driven	JMAs	
implemented.
Implementation	of	Sales	
Growth	Strategy.
Maintain trade 
representation in core 
source	markets:	English	
and	US.

•		Ethos	Marketing	contract	ended	in	May	2009	
and	Advantage	Management	Group	was	
appointed as the new general sales agency 
company	in	October	2009	to	represent	KZN	in	
England,	Scotland	and	Ireland.	

UK & America: 
Business 
Tourism

Facilitation	of	trade,	
business and media 
familiarisation trips.

Improved	and	increased	
profiling of KZN 
as a destination in 
key source markets 
internationally.

Develop a hosting 
programme and targets for 
the fiscal year.

•		A	draft	international	and	domestic	hosting	
planogram was developed.

•		Hosted	two	media	groups	from	US	on	
educational  to profile KZN

•		Hosted	four	UK	and	two	US	trade	groups	for	
familiarisation trips.

programme B: Marketing and Communications
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Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

UK and US Profile KZN as a BT 
destination.

Increased awareness
about the province as a 
BT destination.

Destination participation in 
key exhibitions/shows and
business tourism workshops.  
Production of BT marketing 
collateral.
Establish and participate
at the bid forum consisting 
of TKZN, ICC and Durban
Tourism.

Hosted buyers post-meeting Africa in February
2009 in participation with SAT.

Assisting destination 
BT partners in 
attracting new 
conferences into KZN.

Provide conference 
leads to the BT sector 
and incentives into the 
province.

Use International Congress
and Convention Association
(ICCA) database for
sourcing new conferences.

Submitted a bid to host the Global Travel &
Tourism Summit in 2011.

Conversion of business
tourists to leisure 
tourists.

CRM Programme
implementation 
using foreign friends 
database.

Level of database usage/
direct mail interest in 
destination.
Destination profiling during 
conferences.

For certain events, had information offices at the
ICC

Co-funding bids and
delegate boosting 
promotional activity 
(for associations and
other institutions)
in association with 
Durban Tourism and 
the ICC.

Number of bids 
supported.
Delegate participation 
and conference 
leveraging.

2009/10 Plan Focus areas
Conference leveraging.
Wild Talk Africa.
57th Session International
Statistical Institute.
Meetings Africa 2010

Participated in Meetings Africa in February 2010.

programme B: Marketing and Communications
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Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Corporate 
Communications

Supporting	all	
departments in 
promoting and 
communicating 
the organisational 
objectives, 
achievements and 
the	brand	to	external	
stakeholders.

The	extent	to	which	
external	stakeholders	
understand TKZN plans 
for the Zulu Kingdom.

Bimonthly consumer 
newsletter/WWW. 
News update on the TKZN 
website.
Coordination	and	production	
of	Annual	Report.

•		WWW	magazine	for		2009	fiscal	issued	and	
distributed for each quarter 

•		Timeously	updated	website	with	information	for	
each quarter

•		The	Annual	Report	was	produced	and	
distributed timeously.

To promote and 
communicate the 
organisational 
objectives, 
achievements and 
the brand to internal 
stakeholders.

The	extent	to	which	
internal stakeholders 
understand and 
implement the 
organisational 
objectives, are aware 
of TKZN achievements 
and live the Zulu 
Kingdom brand.

Distribution of quarterly 
internal newsletter.
Hosting of quarterly staff 
information sessions.
Staff	communication	on	
functions	(eg.	service	
excellence,	indaba	etc.)

•		Internal	newsletter	Ezakithi was distributed to 
staff

•		Two	staff	information	sessions	hosted	in	the	
first quarter. Three staff activation hosted in 
quarter two and three

•		Staff	quarterly	meeting	took	place	in	every	
quarter.

Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Tourism 
Awareness 
Tourism Safety 
and Awareness

To ensure community 
and tourists’ 
awareness of the 
socio-economic 
benefits of tourism and 
their role in promoting 
tourism safety. 

The number of tourism 
awareness programmes 
held throughout the 
province.

Encourage	and	assist	
District Municipalities in 
hosting at least three 
tourism awareness 
workshops in-conjunction 
with the Tourism 
Development	Division	(TD),	
and other key stakeholders. 
At least three tollgate 
campaigns in partnership 
with the tollgate company.
Reproduce	safety	tips	
brochure.

•		Awareness	workshop	took	place	in	
UMgungundlovu	Municipality	in	October	2009	
and in March a workshop took place in the 
UMzinyathi	Municipality	in	March	2010

•		Tollgate	campaign	launched	in	April	2009		
Three other tollgate campaigns took place in 
quarters	2,	3	and	4. The WWW	magazine	and	
safety tips booklets handed out during the 
campaign

•		Safety	tips	booklets	printed	in	the	2nd	quarter;	
distributed by tourism ambassadors to key 
areas in the third quarter

programme B: Marketing and Communications
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Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Level of media 
coverage for the 
tourism awareness 
campaign.

At least four features on 
tourism in electronic and/ 
print media.

•		Tourism awareness and tourism ambassador		ambassador		ambassador
programme was published in print media

•		Number of publications such as WWW,
Business Day – The Tourist, outside Broadcast 
with ETV, Ukhozi FM, Igagasi FM, Metro FM,
City Press, Classic FM were featured during
the second, third and fourth quarters.

Tourism Month To promote and 
encourage domestic 
travel through Tourism 
Month activities.

Support Tourism Month
events through Public 
Relations (PR) exposure
in conjunction with 
destinations.
The extent of media
coverage of the Zulu 
Kingdom offerings 
during Tourism Month.

Tourism Month events 
supported through PR
exposure.
Percentage increase in 
media exposure.

•		Tourism month launched in September 2009
•		Partnership established with the district
municipalities, local municipality, DEDT and
Battlefields.

•		Coverage of the event was to the value of
R660 684.

Customer Care 
Management

To champion the cause 
of service excellence
within the tourism 
sector.

Ratio of positive as
opposed to negative 
customer feedback.
Successful
implementation of the 
service excellence
campaign through 
the incentive award 
programme.
Implementation of
safety and security 
initiative plan

Management and 
implementation of the 
aftercare programme.
% increase in the number 
of entries for the incentive 
award programmes.
Level of plan roll-out.

•		Attended to complaints received from victimised
tourists were attended to and TKZN continues 
to give support.

•		8.2% increase noted in the incentives award
programmes

•		Services Excellence Awards launched and
rolled out. First workshop took place in
uMkhanyakude district 

•		More workshops scheduled for the next fiscal
year.

programme B: Marketing and Communications
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Tourism  
information services

Objectives
•	 To collect, analyse, interpret and report key information to guide and

monitor TKZN’s strategies and programmes;

•	 To effectively manage records and MIS;

•	 To provide editing support;

•	 To measure the overall performance of KwaZulu-Natal’s tourism

industry and specific TKZN activities;

•	 To maintain effective tourism information knowledge management

systems and databases to support this process; and

•	 Effectively providing tourist information regarding this destination –

through information offices, electronic marketing tools, editing content 

of print marketing tools and brochure distribution.

key performance areas
•	 Information and knowledge management; and

•	 Destination management benchmarking and quality assurance.

General manager’s overview
During the year under review, TKZN presented at the following four 

international conferences:

•	 “Air access as a key determinant of tourism destination

competitiveness: the KwaZulu-Natal example.” Presented at the

International Travel and Tourism Research Association Conference,

“Transport and Tourism: Issues, challenges and conflicts”, which

took place in Rotterdam, the Netherlands from 22-24 April 2009.

This presentation was about air access, and how the availability and 

quality of air access impacts tourism.

•	 “Impact Assessments – a critical ingredient of sustainable tourism

events: The KwaZulu-Natal example.” Presented at UNWTO

Mega Events Colloquium at Meetings Africa 2010, Johannesburg,

South Africa. Presenting at this colloquium on events tourism was

an important recognition of the many Event Impact Assessments

TKZN has conducted over the years. TKZN is not aware of any 

other tourism marketing association in the country that has done as 

much research in this sphere.

•	 “Inclusiveness – an important stimulant for the future success of

the Maputo to Hluhluwe Tourism Corridor.” World Bank Regional

Seminar on “Accessibility of the Environment, Universal Design,

Tourism and Development”, Maputo, Mozambique. TKZN presented

our strategy to promote the concept of universal access to tourism 

providers in KZN to make tourism products more accessible for 

people with disabilities. The Maputo to Hluhluwe Tourism Corridor

has significant tourism potential – TKZN addressed ways in which 

to develop area.

•	 “The Indian Ocean, Cruise Tourism’s New Frontier.” Cruise Shipping

Miami 2010, Miami, USA. TKZN is pursuing the cruise tourism

potential of the east coast of Africa and the Indian Ocean. The

Cruise Indian Ocean Association and TKZN partnered to present at

this conference, which is the most important meeting in its industry. 

Presenting at the conference was recognition of the efforts the 

Cruise Indian Ocean Association and TKZN have put in to raise

awareness of the east coast of Africa and the Indian Ocean as a

cruise destination. A major launch function was held for Sea Trade

Africa, a workshop/forum which will take place in Durban in 2011, 

where major cruise shipping operators will fly out to Durban to be 

introduced to the destination.

James Seymour
General Manager:  

tourism information services
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TKZN also completed two important pieces of research which will help 

guide the future of tourism in KZN. They are as follows:

•	 “The nature and extent of KZN’s inbound tour operating services.”

This research revealed the fact that KZN’s inbound tour operating 

services are relatively inferior to, for example, the Western Cape’s

and Gauteng’s, in the sense that KZN has fewer inbound tour

operating services and they tend to be smaller in scale. The quality 

of these services is slightly behind those in other provinces in 

the sense that operators in other provinces have well formulated 

strategic business plans and more are members of professional tour 

operating associations, such as SATSA. The result of this research

is the realisation of the need to empower and build inbound tour 

operating services in KZN. This will help the level of tourism and 

the quality of services in the province to grow. This research has 

indirectly led to the mobilisation of important projects and training 

programmes.

•	 TKZN was responsible for the necessary background research

culminating in an agreement to establish a dedicated convention 

bureau in Durban. This is important because the need for an entity 

to promote business tourism is obvious and pressing. The study 

highlighted this critical need and helped to mobilise decision makers 

to formulate an initial long-term strategy and memorandum of 

agreement. The Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry, ICC

Durban, the Province and the City are in the process of signing

the strategy and have already agreed in principle to establish this 

entity.

TKZN managed to begin the process to establish a new information 

centre at King Shaka International Airport. This information centre will

be a bigger and better facility than the one currently in operation at 

Durban International Airport. The partnership is an initiative between the

four biggest tourism associations in KZN, namely KZN Wildlife, Durban

Tourism,Tourism,T KZN Sharks Board and TKZN.

Tourism Information Services attempted to latch on to the FIFA

World Cup and use the opportunities it presents to improve tourism

information services and use the resources available to improve the 

foreign language skills of tourism information officers and their service 

skills by putting them through training programmes that came to the fore 

because of the 2010 FIFA World Cup.

The web portal continued to perform well from a design and user 

perspective. TKZN’s website grader ranks the portal at a 98% level in 

terms of design and layout, and the user rate has grown dramatically 

over the past year. TKZN’s Google ranking in terms of search result

returns for key terms related to TKZN is very good.

An important achievement for Tourism Information Services is that

the division achieved its targets for all the activities set in the action 

plan.

performance highlights
Research
•	 Presented at four international conferences; and

•	 Completed two important pieces of research, which will guide the

future of tourism in KwaZulu-Natal.

tourism information services attempted to latch on to the FiFa world Cup and use the opportunities 

it presents to improve tourism information services.“ ”
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Tourism information services
•	 Began process to establish a new information centre at King Shaka

International Airport; and

•	 Used opportunities presented by the hosting of the 2010 FIFA

World Cup to train tourism information officers and improve their

service skills.

E-marketing
Web portal performed well. Portal ranked at 98% in terms of design and

layout, and user rate has grown dramatically.

Division performance
The TIS Division achieved all targets set in the action plan.
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Goal Performance indicator Targets Performance results

Research – the collection,
analysis and reporting of key 
information to guide and monitor 
the strategies and programmes 
of TKZN.
Measuring the overall 
performance of the KZN industry 
and specific TKZN activities.

Reports and projects completed
in terms of the research plan for 
2009/2010:
•			Events and Convention Impact

Assessments
•			Brand Health Monitor
•			Tourism Trend Analysis
•			KZN image survey and

performance monitor
•			Segmentation and Targeting
Reports

•			Active participation in KZN
Tourism Master Planning process 
initiated by Premier’s Office.

Reports produced in line with
2009/2010 research plan.

The following research projects planned for 
2009/2010 fiscal year were completed:
•		Dusi Canoe Marathon
•		Midmar Mile
•		Ophthalmic Surgeons Conference
•		The Significance of the Blue Flag Ecolabel
•		Splashy Fen
•		Comrades Marathon
•		ICC International Council of Nurses
•		Indaba impact assessments
•		Focus group research on Emirates Airlines
•		Tour operator survey
•		African Renaissance Conference
•		Fourth SA AIDS Conference
•		Microsoft Tech Ed Conference 2009
•		Pathology and Lab Medicine Conference 2009
•		Durban July
•		Reed Dance
•		Amashovashova
•		KZN Domestic Tourism Segmentation Report
•		KZN International Segmentation Report
•		MTN Jazz Festival.

The following papers were presented at the 
following international conferences:
•		“Air access as a key determinant of tourism

destination competitiveness: the KwaZulu-Natal 
example” at the International Travel and Tourism
Research Association conference, “Transport
and Tourism: Issues, challenges and conflicts”,
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, 22-24 April 2009

•		“Impact Assessments – a critical ingredient of
sustainable tourism events: the KwaZulu-Natal 
example” at UNWTO Mega Events Colloquium
at Meetings Africa 2010, Johannesburg, South
Africa

•		“Inclusiveness – an important stimulant for the
future success of the Maputo to Hluhluwe 
Tourism Corridor at the World Bank Regional
Seminar on “Accessibility of the Environment,
Universal Design, Tourism and Development”, 
Maputo, Mozambique.

•		“The Indian Ocean, Cruise Tourism’s New
Frontier” at Cruise Shipping Miami 2010,
Miami, USA.

research, information and knowledge Management
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Goal Performance indicator Targets Performance results

Knowledge Management 
System.

Maintenance of an archive for past 
marketing collateral and other key 
TKZN related documents.
Level of utilisation of resource 
centre.

Records	Policy	implementation
Organisational	File	Plan	
implementation.
Increase	in	level	of	utilisation	of	
resource centre.

•		Draft	Records	Policy	and	filing	procedures	
have been approved by the board and have 
been sent for approval by the provincial 
archivist after which implementation will 
begin

•		An	MIS	developed	as	part	of	DMS	rollout.

Maintenance of registration/
information databases, 
systems and related email fora.

Level of update of database 
systems and email fora.

Complete	update	of	TKZN’s	
tourism information system 
and email fora.

TKZN	product	database	and	VIP	database	were	
updated in this fiscal year.

Level of registration. Increase	in	level	of	registration,	
particularly	HDI	guides.

•		Currently	1	399	tourist	guides	registered.
•		134	new	tourist	guides	registered	in	2009
•		94	of	these	were	from	a	previously	

disadvantaged background
•		There	are	some	980	other	tourism	service	

providers who are fully registered with TKZN, 
and	some	923	who	are	in	the	process	of	
doing so.

Tourist	Information	Services	
Offices.	

Utilisation of service – walk-ins to 
offices, telephone, postage, email 
and	fax	enquiries.

5% increase in the user rate of 
this service.

•		Telephones	&	fax	enquiries:	74	507	vs	 
66	334	in	2008/2009

•		Walk-in	enquiries:	327	087	vs	280	208	in	
2008/2009

•		Email	enquiries:	9	574	vs	8	291	in	
2008/2009.

Establishment	of	new	office	at	
King	Shaka	International	Airport.	
Maintenance	of	existing	offices.

New	Airport	Information	Office	
design and layout of offices 
in line with Zulu Kingdom 
branding.

•		Relocation	of	airport	office	completed	and	in	
full operation

•		The	layout	and	design	of	all	of	TKZN’s	
information	offices	are	in	line	with	the	‘Zulu	
Kingdom’ branding requirements of TKZN.

Foreign	language	and	tourist	
guide/frontline tourism desk 
training.

Foreign	language	training	
programme for TKZN 
information staff mobilised.

•		French	and	Germen	training	completed	
•		Frontline	Service	Excellence	training	

completed.

Information	service	for	key	trade	
adhoc and consumer shows, 
events and for visiting cruise liners 
provided.

Information	desk	at	all	core	
shows, events and for cruise 
liners.

•		Information	desks	were	provided	for	all	
the core shows and events that TKZN 
participated in and for the visit of cruise liners 
to the Durban port.

Training to enable tourism officers 
to provide basic information for 
entrepreneurs wishing to establish 
tourism enterprises.

Comprehensive	educational	
programme for information 
officers mobilised.

•		The	training	was	mobilised.	Educational	tours	
were arranged to the greater Durban area 
and the Battlefields.

research, information and knowledge Management (continued)
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research, information and knowledge Management (continued)

Goal Performance indicator Targets Performance results

Distribution of marketing 
material.

Annual distribution plan.
Distribution in terms of that plan.

Distribution in line with 
distribution plan. This plan will 
need to ensure that all South
African embassies receive KZN 
marketing collateral.

•		Foreign Brochures distributed: 120 528 vs
83 854 in 2008/2009

•		National Brochures distributed: 622 266 vs
651 854 in 2008/2009.

E-Marketing.
Maintenance and further 
development of TKZN’s 
network of websites, intranet, 
email and fax-on-demand and
teli-tourist services.

User rates of these systems
Maintenance and further 
development of Destination 
Management System (DMS).

DMS system and other
e-marketing tool maintenance
Number of establishments 
using real-time booking system
5% increase in user rate of 
e-marketing tools.

•		TKZN web portal continues to perform well
from a design and user perspective. The 
current ‘Web Site Grader’ rating of this web
portal in terms of technical design is 98%. 
This site also ranks in the top five for most 
of the key Google word searches that are
associated with KwaZulu-Natal such as 
the term KwaZulu-Natal, Zulu Kingdom, 
Drakensberg and Durban.

•		TKZN’s web portal has been visited by
448 998 unique visitors (not ‘hits’), and
has had some 1 832 621 page views from
its launch in October 2008 until the end of
February 2010. The level of unique users
per month has increased from 19 157 at the 
beginning of November 2008, to currently 
approximately 30 000 per month. Some
30 smaller accommodation establishments
are active on the Knights Bridge real-time 
booking system

Quality assurance Benchmarking in terms of Destination Management Best practice
Goal Performance indicator Targets Performance results

Promoting KZN tourism 
service standards through 
qualified registration and 
grading of service providers.

Level of grading in KZN.
Service ratings derived from
national tourism surveys.
Level of awareness of the National 
Grading Scheme.
S’best Audit report implementation.

Increase of tourism service
providers in KZN registered and 
graded.

•		The level of graded establishments in
KZN increased by 17% (174) since April
2009. Two mass email campaigns were 
undertaken to promote these systems

•		TKZN conducted its annual tracking survey
to determine the levels of awareness of 
the concepts of grading and accessibility. 
Some 76% of all accommodation
establishments are aware of the concept 
of accessibility and 97% are aware of the 
TGCSA Grading and Accessibility scheme.
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Goal Performance indicator Targets Performance results

Benchmarking TKZN in terms 
of best practice.

Participation in United Nations 
World	Tourism	Organisation	
(UNWTO)	Destination	Council	
and other leading destination 
management association activities.

UNWTO	Affiliate	Membership	
Status	for	TKZN.
Participation	in	UNWTO	
Destination	Council	and	related	
organisation activities.

•		Affiliate	membership	of	the	UNWTO	was	
renewed

•		TKZN’s	TIS	division	is	actively	involved	in	
the	activities	of	this	council,	for	example	
it  assisted with their surveys pertaining 
to destination branding and destination 
management.	The	TIS	GM	continued	
to	serve	as	an	expert	on	the	UNWTO	
Barometer panel – provided regular 
projection	comment	to	the	UNWTO

•		Participated	in	UNWTO	Destination	
Conference	in	Hangzou,	China	and	Mega	
Events	Conference	in	Sandton

•		On-line	access	to	UNWTO	e-library	was	
maintained. All new e-reports that are 
destination management related were 
downloaded and circulated to TKZN staff. 
These are also stored in the TKZN e-report 
system of the TKZN resource centre.

Increasing	the	level	of	
awareness of concept of 
accessibility.

Level of awareness of concept 
of accessibility and the Tourism 
Grading	Council	accessibility	
scheme.

76%	of	all	relevant	tourism	
service providers in KZN are 
aware of the concepts of 
accessibility.

•		Supported	accessibility	desk	at	Indaba	
2009

•		TKZN	participated	in	and	presented	at	
the	World	Bank	Regional	Seminar	on	
Accessibility	of	the	Environment,	Universal	
Design, Tourism and Development, 
Maputo,	Mozambique.

 

research, information and knowledge Management (continued)
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Tourism  
Development

Objectives
•	 To develop and facilitate demand-driven tourism infrastructure;

•	 To fast-track tourism growth in the province by facilitating tourism

investment in conjunction with Trade and Investment KwaZulu-

Natal; and

•	 To provide strategic business advice and support for the development

of tourism BBBEE within the province.

key performance areas
•	 Tourism infrastructure;

•	 Safety and awareness;

•	 BBBEE and SMME advisory services;

•	 Tourism BBBEE and SMME Skills development; and

•	 Destination development.

General manager’s overview
Transformation of the tourism industry remained imperative for TKZN 

over the last financial year as TKZN’s objectives are to provide strategic 

business advisory services and support the development of tourism 

BBBEE within KwaZulu-Natal. One of the elements of transformation

is access to information. The Tourism Development Division provides 

information and advisory support and services to aspiring HDI SMMEs.

Approximately 289 small businesses were assisted by TKZN in the

2009/2010 financial year.

TKZN also realises that its competitive advantage lies in the people 

behind its tourism products. Training and development, quality assurance 

and service delivery improvements, therefore, will constitute a key 

focus over the next five years as we strive to ensure a quality tourism

experience for visitors to the province, and help stimulate an incremental

growth in visitor numbers.

The Tourism Development Division tried to leverage its objectives to 

take full advantage of the FIFA World Cup. In order for SMMEs to benefit

from the opportunities the FIFA World Cup presents, TKZN sought to

teach SMMEs the processes that must be followed to be appointed as a

tour operator. The result is that many SMMEs in the province will benefit

from these opportunities.

The effort of assisting SMMEs with promoting their business

continues as thirty-six SMMEs were identified to participate in the

Tourism Indaba 2010 – starting with ‘roving’ and familiarising themselves

with Indaba in the first year, and progressing to participating at the TKZN

stand in their second year, and finally becoming independent exhibitors.

The participants were also trained in the practicalities of exhibiting at a

show of this nature, how to sell to the relevant trade, and how to set up 

and attend meetings effectively.

In the interest of SMME support in the province, Tourism KwaZulu-

Natal arranged training for emerging tour operators in the tourism sector 

from 25 January to 12 February 2010. The 15-day training was held in

Durban, Ladysmith and Richards Bay, and participants represented eight

district municipalities. The training, which SATSA and TKZN facilitated,

included modules on the general overview of the South African tourism

industry, suppliers in the tourism industry, tour planning and knowing your 

customers, selecting the right destinations, tour costing and pricing.

The Emerging Entrepreneur of the Year Award (ETEYA) competition

was aimed at rewarding efforts of new emerging tourism businesses. It

is a partnership between the National Department of Tourism (NDT),

South African Tourism (SAT), and provincial tourism authorities, and is

sponsored by South African Breweries (SAB).

A total of 33 SMMEs from KwaZulu-Natal entered the ETEYA

Thomas Mathibela
General Manager:  

Tourism Development
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programme, and five were short-listed and trained in presentation skills 

in preparation for the adjudication process. After a thorough adjudication 

process,	Siyeza	Car	Rental	and	Shuttle	Services	was	selected	as	 the	

KwaZulu-Natal provincial winner and joined the other eight provincial 

winners	at	the	ITB	in	Berlin	in	March	2010.

The	 Tourism	 Service	 Excellence	 Awards	 are	 aimed	 at	 promoting	

a	culture	of	excellence.	The	Tourism	Development	Division	assisted	in	

mobilising black businesses to enter the 2009 leg of the awards.

TKZN’s sales growth strategy tackles the critical issue of making 

access to new markets for previously disadvantaged individuals, and 

continues assisting us address this through targeted business linkages 

based	on	TKZN’s	joint	marketing	initiatives.	In	the	2009/2010	financial	

year,	 the	 Board	 approved	 the	 Tour	 Operator	 Assistance	 policy	 which	

seeks	to	allow	SMME	tour	operators	access	to	international	platforms	in	

respect of activities aimed at developing their inbound tourism businesses, 

and	increase	their	business	exposure	to	major	international	players	and	

at international platforms in which TKZN will be participating.  

In	 the	2009/2010	financial	year,	 two	SMMEs,	Siyeza	Car	Rental	

and	 Shuttle	 Services	 and	 Ntandokazi,	 participated	 in	 the	 Eastern	

Mediterranean	 International	 Tourism	 Travel	 Trade	 Show	 in	 Istanbul,	

Turkey,	 in	February	2010,	mainly	to	become	familiar	with	international	

marketing	platforms	and	business	linkage	opportunities.	In	implementing	

the above-mentioned policy, the Tourism Development Division facilitated 

business	linkages	for	15	HDI	tour	operators	in	African	destinations	such	

as	Ghana	and	Nigeria	during	an	investment	mission	held	in	November	

2009.

performance highlights
Tourism BEE and SMME Advisory Services 
•	 More	than	eight	hundred	aspiring	SMMEs	received	information	and	

advisory support via workshops and one-on-one engagements.

•	 The	Tourism	Development	Division	identified	thirty-six	SMMEs	to	be	

part	of	the	TKZN	Indaba	stand	for	2010.

•	 Two	 SMMEs,	 Siyeza	 Car	 Rental	 and	 Shuttle	 Services	 and	

Ntandokazi,	participated	at	the	Eastern	Mediterranean	International	

Tourism	Travel	 Trade	Show	 in	 Istanbul,	 Turkey	 in	February	2010,	

mainly to become familiar with international marketing platforms and 

to provide them with business linkage opportunities.

•	 Two	 SMMEs,	 Meluleki	 Travel	 &	 Tours	 and	 City	 of	 Choice	 Travel	

&	 Tours,	 participated	 in	 the	 Africa	 Village	 Exhibition	 at	 Belgrade,	

Serbia.

•	 Siyeza	Car	Rental	and	Shuttle	Services	was	chosen	as	the	provincial	

winner	in	the	emerging	Entrepreneur	of	the	Year	Award	competition	

and	was	invited	to	participate	at	ITB	in	Berlin	in	March	2010.

•	 Tourism	Sector	Codes	have	been	promulgated	and	TKZN	continues	

to	provide	advisory	services	with	regard	to	BBBEE	progress.

•	 TKZN	is	a	partner	in	the	mentorship	programme	that	is	funded	by	

DEDT	in	partnership	with	TEP,	SEDA,	SATSA,	FEDHASA	and	the	

DTI.	Fifteen	partnerships	are	in	place.

•	 TKZN	participated	in	a	2010	FIFA	Soccer	World	Cup	activation	in	

partnership	with	TIKZN	and	SAT	in	Ghana,	Nigeria	and	Kenya.

tourism BBBee skills Development 
•	 Sixty	HDI	emerging	tour	operators	were	trained.

•	 Thirty-six	SMMEs	were	trained	in	preparation	for	participation	in	the	

Tourism	Indaba	2010.

the tourism Development division provides information and advisory support and services 

to aspiring hDi sMMes. approximately 289 small businesses were assisted by tkzn in the 

2009/2010 financial year.

“
”
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•	 Participation of SMMEs in the Secondary Market programme with a

view to availing business linkage opportunities with international and 

African Tour Operators and investors.

africa unite tourism enterprise network
•	 TKZN, in partnershipwith theDepartment of EconomicDevelopment

and Tourism, embarked on a strategic marketing intervention in 

conjunction with a network of emerging enterprises through Africa 

Unite Tourism Enterprise Network (AUTEN). AUTEN is a company

of emerging BBBEE entrepreneurs within the KZN tourism sector.

The members collectively desire to market their businesses both 

domestically and internationally by utilising modern infrastructure 

and technology in order to offer a ‘one-stop-shop’ for product

buyers and tourists seeking quality products.

•	 The main aim of the Network is to leverage opportunities for

business growth for its members by using the power of numbers 

and product diversity through a collective effort, thus offering 

premium standard tourism related services from a single source to 

clients, both wholesale and retail. The project aims to develop the 

network members into sustainable entities and enable them to play 

a meaningful role in the tourism mainstream economy by competing 

with established brands.

•	 In the 2009/10 financial year, TKZN provided strategic marketing

processes through its creative agency, O’brian. The agency was

assigned to facilitate the brand development process. This process 

is currently underway and is being carried out in three phases.

•	 The creation of the new Afriportico brand indicates that

transformation remained a critical issue for the tourism sector and 

needed to be addressed. Paramount to TKZN’s transformation 

goals is to facilitate transformation in the tourism industry and this 

covers emerging enterprises from both accommodation and tour 

operators who face a challenge in terms of market access and 

penetration due to the dominance of established brands. 

•	 Workshops and membership campaigns were held in Durban and

surroundings earlier in 2009. Already 15 black owned enterprises 

have become affiliated with the Afriportico brand and their new 

identity and look and feel will be unveiled in the 2010/11 fiscal 

year. Affiliation with the Afriportico brand will offer its members a 

complete, unique corporate identity package made up of company 

logo, business cards, brochures, letterheads, signage, promotional 

items and website material, that would help enhance their business 

within the tourism marketplace. 

•	 TKZN will continue assisting SMMEs by bringing them into the

tourism mainstream and enabling them to become empowered and 

knowledgeable entrepreneurs.  

safety and awareness
Implementation of the Safety and Awareness Plan took place as

follows:

•	 Tourism awareness road shows were undertaken on 19 and 23

December 2009, in KwaDabeka and at the Gugu Dlamini Park

in the city centre. This was done together with the eThekwini 

Municipality. About 350 people attended both road shows.

•	 The uMgungundlovu Safety and AwarenessWorkshop took place on

8 October 2009 in Pietermaritzburg. Forty-four people attended.

•	 A Safety and Awareness Workshop was held on 18 March 2010

with the Umzinyathi District Municipality in Dundee. Sixty-seven

people attended.

•	 The media awareness workshop took place on 19 March 2010

at Mkhuze. This was done in partnership with the uMkhanyakude

District Municipality and Umhlosinga Development Agency.

Destination Development
Route development
•	 In partnership with the uThungulu and Zululand district municipalities,

TKZN assisted in the formulation of the Business and Implementation

Plan for the R66 Zululand Heritage Route. Route 66 was developed,

packaged and launched in September 2009.
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Rail Tourism
•	 TKZN	 assisted	 with	 the	 Sisonke	 Stimela	 railway	 tourism	 route	

through the unblocking of the branch line and the launch of the 

project.	The	Sisonke	Stimela	comprises	a	steam-hauled	passenger	

train	 consisting	 of	 locomotive	 GMAM	 4074,	 seven	 refurbished	

luxury	passenger	coaches,	a	dining	car	and	two	lounge	cars,	as	well	

as	a	power	car.	The	intention	is	to	provide	a	luxury	passenger	train	

journey	linking	Pietermaritzburg	to	the	Sisonke	District	Municipality,	

and	 more	 specifically	 Kwa	 Sani	 and	 Ingwe	 Municipalities	 and	

eventually	Umzimkhulu	and	Greater	Kokstad.	The	MEC	 launched	

the railway route on 22 April 2010.

infrastructure
•	 The	 signage	 requirements	 were	 identified	 and	 an	MOA	with	 the	

uMlalazi	Municipality	signed	for	the	 implementation	of	signage	for	

the	R66	Zululand	Heritage	Route.

•	 In	 partnership	 with	 uThungulu	 and	 Zululand	 District	 Municipality,	

TKZN	assisted	in	the	formulation	of	the	Business	and	Implementation	

Plan	for	the	R66	Zululand	Heritage	Route.	TKZN	worked	with	these	

stakeholders	to	determine	the	extent	and	nature	of	the	route	and	

determined the tourism development, operational and marketing 

requirements for the route. TKZN addressed the infrastructure 

and	signage	requirements	for	the	route.	Route	66	was	developed,	

packaged	and	launched	in	September	2009.

lilani hotsprings 
•	 The	 Lilani	 Hot	 springs	 reconceptualisation	 document	 has	 been	

finalised and sent to various organisations, including the relevant 

municipalities, for funding purposes.

tourism investment 
•	 Global	Competitiveness	Study:	TKZN	assisted	in	the	identification	

and	formulation	of	tourism	projects	for	the	GCP	Study	and	gathered	

information regarding to the status of these projects through the 

relevant stakeholders.

•	 TKZN	packaged	prioritised	projects	in	a	National	Tourism	Investment	

Brochure funded by NDT. 

•	 An	investment	brochure	for	Isandlwana	was	completed.

•	 Isibhubhu:	funding	received	from	the	NDT	for	the	development	of	

infrastructure	needed	to	accommodate	the	Royal	Reed	Dance	at	the	

Enyokeni	Palace	near	Nongoma.

•	 The	 following	 deliverables	 will	 be	 constructed:	 roads,	 parking,	

fencing,	 monument,	 gatehouse	 (main	 entrance),	 electrical,	 water	

and plumbing installation, landscaping and a covered pavilion.

•	 TKZN	went	out	on	 tender	 in	September	2009	and	after	a	 tender	

and	adjudication	process	appointed	Abakali	Quantity	Surveyors	as	

the	Project	Managers	 for	 the	 Isibhubhu	 project	 on	18	December	

2009. 

•	 Abakali	has	formed	a	consortium	with	WSP	Consulting	Engineers,	

Sakhisizwe	 Architects	 and	Ngolela	 Engineers	 as	 the	 professional	

team for the project. 

•	 The	concept	plans	for	the	Isibhubhu	project	have	been	completed	

and approved. 

•	 The	detailed	designs	are	being	done	and	the	tendering	process	for	

the appointment of a suitable contractor has commenced.

•	 Nonoti:	 the	 area	 has	 been	 identified	 as	 a	 potential	 site	 for	 an	

exclusive	beach	resort.	A	steering	committee	was	formed	consisting	

of	the	trust	that	is	representing	the	community,	TKZN,	TIKZN	and	

the	 Independent	Development	Corporation	 (IDC).	A	 pre-feasibility	

study has been completed and workshopped with the community. 

The	next	step	is	a	full-blown	feasibility	study.	

•	 Inanda	Dam:	a	concept	document	 for	 the	project	was	completed.	

The proposed development is a 100-bed hotel, a marina with 

residential units and a cultural village. An investment profile has also 

been completed.

•	 Input	 was	 made	 into	 the	 development	 of	 a	 national	 investments	

brochure by the National Department of Tourism. All the investment 

projects around the province were submitted for inclusion in the 

brochure.

•	 St	 Lucia:	 TKZN	 was	 approached	 by	 the	 project	 champions,	
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Ntombela, Mkhize and Associates, with a proposal for assistance

with a tourism-related development within the town of St Lucia.

TKZN commissioned a business plan which identified the potential 

for a 60-bed hotel facility. However, since the project champion did

not have secured land, the project was put on hold until the issue 

of land is resolved. At the moment TKZN is assisting the project 

champion to secure land from the local municipality.
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Destination Development

Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Destination 
Development

Development of 
tourism routes

Level of success in the 
development of tourism 
routes

New routes developed •		In	partnership	with	uThungulu	and	Zululand	
District municipalities, TKZN assisted 
in the formulation of the Business and 
Implementation	Plan	for	the	R66	Zululand	
Heritage	Route.	The	Route	66	was	developed,	
packaged	and	launched	in	September	2009.

•		TKZN	assisted	with	the	Sisonke	Stimela	railway	
tourism route through the unblocking of the 
branch line and the launch of the project. The 
intention	is	to	provide	a	luxury	passenger	train	
journey	linking	Pietermaritzburg	to	the	Sisonke	
District Municipality, and more specifically Kwa 
Sani	and	Ingwe	Municipality,	and	eventually	
Umzimkhulu	and	Greater	Kokstad.	The	railway	
route	will	be	launched	by	the	MEC	on	22	April	
2010.

•		Signage	requirement	identified	and	MOA	
with	uMlalazi	municipality	signed	for	the	
implementation	of	signage	for	the	R66	
Zululand	Heritage	Route.
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Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Tourism investment 
projects

Level of success in 
securing investment 
and development as 
recommended in the 
Global Competitiveness
Study

Packaging of tourism 
investment projects and 
marketing in conjunction 
with TIKZN

•		Global Competitiveness Study: TKZN assisted
in the identification and formulation of tourism 
projects for the GCP Study and gathered
information regarding the status of these projects 
through the relevant stakeholders.

•		Packaged prioritised projects in a National
Tourism Investment Brochure funded by NDT.
An investments brochure for Isandlwana was
completed.

•		Isibhubhu: funding received from the NDT for
the development of infrastructure needed to 
accommodate the Royal Reed Dance at the
Enyokeni Palace near Nongoma. The following
deliverables will be constructed: roads, parking, 
fencing, monument, gatehouse (main entrance),
electrical, water and plumbing installation, 
landscaping and a covered pavilion. TKZN went 
out on tender in September 2009 and after a
tender and adjudication process appointed Abakhali 
Quantity Surveyors as the Project Managers for the
Isibhubhu project on 18 December 2009. Abakhali
has formed a consortium with WSP Consulting
Engineers, Sakhisizwe Architects and Ngolela
Engineers as the professional team for the project.
The concept plans for the Isibhubhu project have
been completed and approved. The detailed 
designs are being done and the tendering process 
for the appointment of a suitable contractor has 
commenced.

Facilitate poverty
alleviation tourism 
projects

Level of success in the 
implementation and 
handover of poverty 
alleviation projects

Completion and handover of
poverty alleviation projects

Ngome Game Reserve: an operational business
plan of R4 million was compiled. The business plan
identified the operational costs that are needed 
for the project to be operational, together with the 
furniture and equipment needed for a period of one 
year. This was submitted to various organisations for 
funding.
Lilani Reconceptualisation: the Tourism Development
team finalised the turnaround strategy document for 
the project. The document was then workshopped 
with the Mthembu Sithole community trust in
October 2009. Feedback was received from uMvoti
LM and uMzinyathi DM and it was sent to various
organisations for funding purposes.

Destination Development (continued)
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Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Safety	and	
Awareness 

Facilitate	the	
implementation of 
tourism safety areas 
clusters in district 
municipalities.

Level of success of 
tourism workshops in 
tourism corridors.

Facilitate	the	participation	
of tourism stakeholders 
in tourism safety cluster 
meetings using workshops. 
Increased	awareness	of	
tourism safety issues by 
tourism stakeholders.

Implementation	of	the	Safety	and	Awareness	Plan	
took place as follows: 
Tourism awareness roadshows were undertaken 
on	19	and	23	December	2009	in	Kwa-Dabeka	
and	at	the	Gugu	Dlamini	Park	in	the	city	centre.	
This was done together with the eThekwini 
Municipality.
The	uMgungundlovu	Safety	and	Awareness	
Workshop	took	place	on	8	October	2009	in	
Pietermaritzburg
A	Safety	and	Awareness	Workshop	was	held	
on	18	March	2010	with	the	Umzinyathi	District	
Municipality in Dundee.
The media awareness workshop took place 
on	19	March	2010	at	Mkhuze.	This	was	done	
in partnership with the uMkhanyakude District 
Municipality and Umhlosinga Development 
Agency. 

tourism infrastructure

Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Tourism 
Infrastructure

Facilitate	the	
development of 
tourism infrastructure. 

Facilitate	the	
implementation of phase 
2 of the tourism signage 
project.
Tourism routes road 
infrastructure upgrade 
and repairs.

Completion	of	the	
implementation of tourism 
signage needs as identified 
within the destinations.

A report of signage received from the 
municipalities and forwarded to the Department 
of Transport to assist with the manufacturing and 
erection of signage.
MOA	signed	with	uMlalazi	Municipality	and	
signage	for	R66	route	is	being	manufactured	and	
erected.

safety and awareness 
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tourism BBBee & sMMe advisory services

Business Unit Goal Performance indicator Targets Performance results

Advisory 
Services

Information and
advisory services to 
BEE entrepreneurs.

Ongoing provision
of tourism business 
advisory services to 
BEE entrepreneurs and
SMMEs.
Facilitation of business
linkages for BBBEE
and SMME tourism
businesses with 
established tourism 
entities. 
Facilitate the inclusion
of tourism on services 
supported by various 
business centres 
focusing on SMMEs.
Number of incubator and 
mentorship programmes 
successfully facilitated. 

Number of BEE and SMME
tourism businesses provided 
with advisory services.
Number of business 
linkages successfully 
facilitated.
Inclusion of tourism in
business centres.
Facilitate incubator and
mentorship programme.

Information dissemination and advisory support
provided to 289 aspiring SMMEs through
weekly workshops and one-on-one interactions. 
The following initiatives were done as part of 
information dissemination:
•		Umzinyathi District Tourism Awareness and

Business Development workshops were held 
on 18 March 2010.

•		UMkhanyakude District Tourism Awareness
and Business Development workshops were 
held on 19 March 2010.

•		TD presented its SMME advisory services at
the Mayoral Award Business Development 
Committee in March 2010.

•		ETEYA 2009: A total of 33 businesses
entered the ETEYA completion in KZN and a
preliminary adjudication process was held with 
tourism partners i.e. TEP, SATSA and TGCSA.
Six provincial finalists were chosen.

•		Three SMMEs proceeded to the semi-finals,
namely: Siyaza Car Rental & Shuttle Services,
Ntandokazi Tours and Durban Manor Guest
House. Siyaza Car Rental & Shuttle Services
was selected as KZN’s finalist at the 2009. 
Tourism Month Celebration in the Northern
Cape. The finalist participated at the ITB Berlin
where a national winner was selected.

•		Facilitated business linkages for 15 HDI tour
operators at Ghana and Nigeria in November
2009 and at the Eastern Mediterranean.
International Tourism Travel Trade Show in
Turkey (EMITT) in February 2010.

•		34 SMMEs were part of the TKZN Tourism
Indaba stand in May 2010.

•		Tourism Business Centre Concept was
approved by TKZN Board in December 2009.

•		DEDT, TKZN, SATSA, FEDHASA and TEP
continued with implementing the mentorship 
programme to assist and support tourism 
businesses by partnering them with leading 
organisations. 18 partnerships were successful 
in the 2009/2010 financial year.
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Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Transformation Implementation	of	
the	Tourism	BBBEE	
Charter	Programme.

Roll	out	of	Tourism	
Charter	Programme.

Participation at the National 
Focal	Point	meetings.

•		TKZN	and	DEDT	continued	participating	in	
National	Focal	Point	meetings	which	were	held	
in	May,	October	and	December	2009.

•		Progress	on	BBBEE	Tourism	Scorecard	and	
Tourism	Sector	Codes	presented	to	uMzinyathi	
and uMkhanyakude District Municipalities in 
March 2010 and at the Tourism Teachers 
conference on 27 March 2010.

2010	FIFA	SWC	
tourism	BBBEE	plan.

Ensure	meaningful	
participation	of	BBBEE	
tourism business in the 
2010	FIFA	SWC.

Number of platforms 
created	for	BBBEE	tourism	
businesses to ensure 
participation in the 2010 
FIFA	SWC.

•		2	SMMEs	exhibited	and	had	one-on-one	
meetings	with	trade	in	Serbia	to	create	
partnerships	with	tour	operators	for	2010	FIFA	
SWC.

•		City	of	Choice	finalised	arrangements	with	
Serbia	to	bring	500	tourists	for	2010	FIFA	
SWC.

•		Siyeza	Car	Rental	&	Shuttle	Services	
and	Ntandokazi	Tours	are	finalising	the	
arrangements with a Turkish tour operator 
to	bring	tourists	during	2010	FIFA	SWC	and	
beyond.

transformation
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tourism BBBee & sMMe skills Development

Business Unit Goal Performance 
indicator

Targets Performance results

Tourism BEE
& SMME Skills
Development.

Skills development
for tourism sector 
with focus on BEE
enterprises.

Facilitation of training
interventions required 
to address skills gaps 
within the tourism 
sector.

Number of training 
interventions undertaken to 
address skills gaps within 
the tourism BEE SMMEs.

•		374 tourism SMMEs and aspiring tourism
product owners attended the TEP/TKZN
Toolkit.  

•		In partnership with FEDHASA, 15 HDIs
were trained in hotel Hospitality Business 
Skills, completed in July 2009. The following
modules were completed: hospitality 
operations, marketing, finance and human 
resources management. 

•		MOA between SATSA and TKZN to train tour
operators was signed and 60 your operators
were trained in January and February 2010.

•		34 SMMEs were trained in exhibition.
management in preparation for Tourism 
Indaba 2010.
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Objectives
•	 To provide an enabling environment to ensure that employees’ skills,

knowledge and attributes are applied to ensure maximum benefit;

•	 To provide a reliable support service to assist the business units in

carrying out their strategic objectives in line with statutory and/or 

regulatory requirements; and

•	 To ensure that the organisation’s activities are aligned with its

strategy.

performance measures
•	 Maintaining programmes aimed at improving employee wellness;

•	 The success in facilitating training in response to skills gaps identified

during the skills assessment exercise as well as the performance

review process;

•	 Reviewing and revising human resource-related policies;

•	 Proper planning and recruitment to fill outstanding vacancies;

•	 Minimising the incidents of labour relation disputes and promoting

fair labour practices; and

•	 Ensuring compliance with organisational policies.

General Manager’s overview
TKZN recognises that the success of its strategy hinges on the ability 

of the organisation to prioritise the employment of people who will add 

value to the core competencies and responsibilities of the organisation. 

It also realises that, in order to optimise their performance, measures to

improve employee wellbeing are important, as is the provision of training 

and facilitation of skills development in order to further improve TKZN’s 

ability to provide an effective service to the province, the tourism sector 

and the public.

TKZN developed its employees through a number of initiatives 

throughout the year. A Pay Progression Policy was approved by the 

Board and will be implemented in the 2010/2011 financial year. Still on

the policy side, a policy on the Employment of People with Disabilities

was approved. This policy outlines how TKZN should cater for employees 

with disabilities so that they feel comfortable and are not ostracised.

TKZN continued with the Executive Leadership Programme,

which was started in the 2008/2009 financial year. This programme 

seeks to train the TKZN executive leadership on management issues,

managing employees and general issues regarding the running of an 

organisation.

The internship programme has continued. The first batch of 

interns completed their training in December 2009, and new interns 

are currently enrolled in the programme and working hard in various 

departments at TKZN.

TKZN held a Wellness Day for all employees in November 2009.

Staff underwent various tests to check their health status and were

educated on general issues regarding wellness and being a healthy 

person in the workplace. A very successful Financial Wellness Workshop

was held in December 2009 where staff were coached on various ways 

to manage their finances effectively, from setting a budget to managing 

debt.

In terms of information technology, TKZN installed a new telephone

system, which has proved to be more user-friendly, and installed and 

upgraded the intranet system.

TKZN identified a need for more space for the Marketing and 

Communications Division, and so embarked on a process of relocating

Corporate services

Wellington Ngcobo
General Manager:  

Corporate Services
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the Division from the third to the second floor – this required the 

partitioning of office space, buying of office furniture and the process 

of physically moving the necessary equipment and effects to the new 

floor.

TKZN held a risk management workshop in May 2009, coordinated 

by the KZN Internal Audit Unit. The purpose of the workshop was to

identify any risk areas within the organisation and address any issues 

that were raised – these issues are currently being attended to.

TKZN also obtained an unqualified audit report from the Auditor-

General.

tkzn recognises that the success of its strategy hinges on the ability of the organisation to prioritise 

the employment of people who will add value to the core competencies and responsibilities of the 

organisation.

“
”
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COrpOrate serViCes
information and Communications Technology

Goal Performance indicator Targets Performance results

Develop and implement an 
effective internal operations 
and communications system

Keep abreast with the latest 
innovations in this area and 
ensure that TKZN remains at 
the	cutting	edge	of	Information	
and	Communications	
Technology

Source	an	appropriate	accounting	
and	HR	system

Implementation	of	the	functional	
and user-friendly accounting 
and	HR	systems	by	September	
2009

•		HR	system	to	be	sourced	as	part	of	the	
new accounting system

•		New	telephone	system	installed	

Mobilise the usage of the Business 
in	a	Box	(BIAB)

All users to access all TKZN 
systems	through	BIAB	by	
September	2009

•		An	upgraded	intranet	installed	in	July	2009

Formulation	of	the	plans	that	will	
protect TKZN data in the event of 
systems disaster

Implementation	of	the	disaster	
recovery plan by March 2010

•		Disaster	recovery	plan	in	place.	Awareness	
sessions	held	in	February	2010	as	part	of	
Bosberaad Programme

Formulation	of	ICT	Architecture Documented standard operating 
procedure	by	June	2009

•		Draft	completed

HR and Administration

Goal Performance indicator Targets Performance results

Develop a training and 
development plan to address 
skills and competency gaps 
within the organisation

Conduct	skills	audit

Facilitate	the	development	
of	Individual	Development	
Programme	(IDP)

Create	folders	for	all	individuals	
that will contain the following by 
September	2009:
•		Job	profile
•		Performance	agreement
•		Departmental	action	plan	
•		Individual	Development	

Programme 

Performance reviews to be 
conducted	by	September	2009	
and March 2010

Implement	the	training	and	
development plan to address 
skills gaps identified

•		Task	completed	

•		Final	performance	review	would	be	
completed in April 2010

•		Draft	training	plan	for	2010/2011	
submitted	to	HR	Compensation	
Committee	for	approval

Diversity management Create	a	diversity	management	
programme

Conduct	diversity	management	
training	by	September	2009

•		Training	workshop	will	be	conducted	in	the	
next	fiscal	year

Reward	and	recognition	system Develop a reward and recognition 
system that links directly to the 
performance management system

Implementation	of	monthly	
recognition	awards	by	June	
2009

•		Pay	progression	policy	approved	by	the	
Board in December 2009 and will be 
implemented	in	the	next	fiscal	year

Formulation	of	HR	Architecture Documented standard operating 
procedure	by	June	2009

•		Draft	completed
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Supply Chain Management and Logistics

Goal Performance indicator Targets Performance results

Refine the implementation of
supply chain management

Develop an appropriate supply 
chain management structure

Implement demand management
Design a procurement plan form 
by 1 April 2009

•		Done

Review of the procurement policy Implementationpolicy Implementation of the revised
policy by 30 September 2009

•		On hold, pending the review of policy at
national level

Formulation of supply chain
management architecture

Documented standard operating 
procedure by June 2009

•		Draft completed

Financial Management

Goal Performance indicator Targets Performance results

Implementation of sound
financial policies and procedures 
that ensure compliance with 
all applicable statutory and/or 
regulatory requirements

New/upgraded accounting system A system that meets the needs of New/upgraded accounting system A system that meets the needs of 
the organisation with respect to 
the following:
•		Accuracy
•		Security and statutory

compliance
•		Speed
•		International trends and best

accounting practice by March 
2010

•		Presentations done by prospective
service providers and procurement 
processes will be completed in June
2010

An effective electronic banking 
system

Implementation of e-banking by
June 2009

•		Awaiting implementation of new
financial system

An effective budgeting system Facilitation of cash flow forecast
by departments and subsequent 
variance analysis on monthly basis

•		This project forms part of overall
financial system enhancement process

Formulation of Financial
Management Architecture

Documented standard operating 
procedure by June 2009

•		Draft completed

Risk Management & Fraud Prevention

Goal Performance indicator Targets Performance results

Potential risk alertness Establish a reporting channel Awarenesschannel Awareness sessions by September
2009

•		Risk assessment session held in
May 2009 and final report has been 
received

All risk areas raised in Risk
Management Report addressed

Achievement of an unqualified audit 
report on the management of risk

•		Unqualified audit report received

•		A draft review received from internal
audit and currently being finalised
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list of new recruits, terminations and newly Created positions

Position Advertised Department Date Vacated Date Filled

Exec	Assistant	to	COO June	2009	&	September	
2009

CEO June	2009 February	2010

Exec	Assistant	to	CEO August 2009 CEO August 2009 October	2009	
(Internal	Appointment)

Accounts	Administrator	Creditors June	2009 Corporate	Services July	2009 September	2009

Project	&	Management	Accountant February	2010 Corporate	Services January	2010 Vacant

GM:	Tourism	Development April 2009 Tourism 
Development

February	2009 September	2009
(Internal	Appointment)

Project Manager:
Tourism Development

September	2009 Tourism 
Development

September	2009 December 2009
(Internal	Appointment)

Information	Officer May 2009 TIS May 2009 July	2009

Admin	Assistant	TIS October	2009 TIS November 2009 January	2010

Information	Officer January	2010 TIS January	2010 April 2010

Region	Manger:	AAA September	2009 Marketing October	2009	(implementation	of	
the	Sales	Growth	Strategy)

January	2010
(Internal	appointment)

Guest	Relations	Officer August 2009 Marketing October	2009	(implementation	of	
the	Sales	Growth	Strategy)

January	2010

Communications	Coordinator January	2010 Marketing October	2009 June	2010

Region	Coordinator:	AAA January	2010 Marketing January	2010 Vacant

Registrar:	Tourism	Services TIS November 2009 Position was put on hold

employment and Vacancies

Department Vacancies Employment

CEO’s	Office 2 2

Corporate	Services 2 1

Tourism Development 2 2

Tourism	Information	Services 3 3

Marketing 4 3
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list of new recruits, terminations and newly Created positions

Position Advertised Department Date Vacated Date Filled

employment and Vacancies

Department Vacancies Employment

labour relations
Misconduct and disciplinary actions

Nature of disciplinary action Number

Verbal warning 0

Written Warning 0

Final Written Warning 2

Dismissal 1

Types of misconduct addressed in disciplinary 
action

Type of misconduct Number

Physical and Verbal Assault 1

Gross Dishonesty & Insubordination 1

Absenteeism & breach of company rules and procedure 1

There were two grievances lodged for the period of 1 April 2009 to 31
March 2010.

Terminations 
African Males

Skilled technical and academically qualified 2

Total  2

African Females

Professionally qualified and experienced specialists and
mid-management

2

Skilled technical and academically qualified 3

Total 5

Appointments
African Females 

Skilled technical and academically qualified 6

Semi-skilled and discretionary decision making 1

Total 7

African Males

Skilled technical and academically qualified 1

Total 1

staff Complement as at 31 March 2010
African Females 

Top Management 1

Senior Management 2

Professionally qualified and experienced specialists and mid-management 3

Skilled technical and academically qualified 19

Semi-skilled and discretionary decision making 3

Unskilled and defined decision making 1

Total 29

African Males 

Top Management 2

Senior Management 1

Professionally qualified and experienced specialist and mid-management 3

Skilled technical and academically qualified 15

Unskilled and defined decision making 1

Total 22

White Females

Professionally qualified and experienced specialists and mid-management 1

Skilled technical and academically qualified 1

Total 2

White Males 

Senior Management 1

Professionally qualified and experienced specialists and mid-management 0

Total 1

indian Females

Professionally qualified and experienced specialists and mid-management 0

Skilled technical and academically qualified 2

Semi-skilled and discretionary decision making 0

Total 2

indian Males 0

Coloured Females

Professionally qualified and experienced specialists and mid-management 1

Skilled technical and academically qualified 0

Semi-skilled and discretionary decision making

Total 1

Coloured Males

Professionally qualified and experienced specialists and mid-management 1

Total 1

TOTAL NUMBER OF STAFF 58
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 Male

Occupational Levels
African Coloured indian White
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Top management 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Senior	management 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

Professionally	qualified	and	experienced	specialists	and	
mid-management

3 3 0 0 0 0 1 1

Skilled	technical	and	academically	qualified	workers,	junior	
management, supervisors, foremen and superintendents

15 15 1 0 0 2 0 1

Semi-skilled	and	discretionary	decision	making 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unskilled and defined decision making 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL PERMANENT 22 22 1 0 0 3 2 2

TOTAL 22 22 1 0 0 3 2 2

Female

Occupational Levels

African Coloured indian White
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Top management 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Senior	management 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Professionally	qualified	and	experienced	specialists	and	
mid-management

3 6 1 0 0 0 1 1

Skilled	technical	and	academically	qualified	workers,	junior	
management, supervisors, foremen and superintendents

19 16 0 0 2 2 0 2

Semi-skilled	and	discretionary	decision	making 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unskilled and defined decision making 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL PERMANENT 29 29 1 0 2 2 1 3

TOTAL 29 29 1 0 2 2 1 3

equity targets and employment equity status as at 31 March 2010
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Occupational Levels
TOTAL 

CURRENT
TOTAL TARGET GRADES

Top management 3 3 2-4

Senior management 4 4 5-6

Professionally qualified and experienced specialists and mid-management 9 12 7-8

Skilled technical and academically qualified workers, junior management, supervisors,
foremen and superintendents

37 38 9-12

Semi-skilled and discretionary decision making 3 3 13-14

Unskilled and defined decision making 2 2 15-16

TOTAL PERMANENT 58 62

TOTAL 58 62
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STATEMENT OF rESpONSibiliTy	
for the year ended 31 March 2010	 	 	 	

T
he Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 

1999), as amended, requires the Accounting Authority to 

ensure that the Public Entity keeps full and proper records of 

the financial affairs of the Public Entity. It also requires that 

the Annual Financial Statements fairly present the state of affairs of the 

Public Entity, its business, its financial results, its performance against 

predetermined objectives and its financial position as at the end of 

each financial year in terms of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice 

(GAAP) and Generally Recognised Accounting Practices (GRAP).

The KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority (Authority) acknowledges that 

the annual financial statements are the responsibility of the members 

of the Authority. The Auditor-General is responsible for independently 

auditing and reporting on the annual financial statements.

The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance 

with statements of GAAP and GRAP.  These annual financial statements 

are based on appropriate accounting policies, supported by reasonable 

and prudent judgements and estimates.

The members have reviewed the public entity’s budgets and 

cashflow forecasts for the year ended 31 March 2010. On the basis 

of this review, and in view of the current financial position as well as the 

existing borrowing facilities, the members have every reason to believe, 

and the auditors concur, that the public entity will be a going concern in 

the year ahead and have continued to adopt the going concern basis in 

preparing the annual financial statements.

To enable the members to meet the above responsibilities, the 

board of the members sets standards and implements systems of 

internal controls and risk management that are designed to provide 

reasonable, but not absolute assurance against material misstatements 

and losses. The public entity maintains internal financial controls to 

provide assurance regarding:

The safeguarding of assets against unauthorised use or disposition; •	

and 

The maintenance of proper accounting records and the reliability of •	

financial information used within the business or for publication.

In the opinion of members, based on information available to date, the 

annual financial statements fairly present the financial position of the 

KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority at 31 March 2010 and the results of 

its operations and cashflow information for the year and that the Code 

of Corporate Governance has been adhered to.

The annual financial statements for the year ended 31 March 2010, 

set out on pages 66 to 71, were approved by the Accounting Authority in 

terms of section 51(1) (f) of the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 

(Act No. 1 of 1999), as amended and are signed on its behalf by:

N Khoza

Chief Executive Officer   

Date: 31 July 2010

T Dlamini

Chairperson: KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority

Date: 31 July 2010
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COrpOrATE GOVErNANCE rEpOrT 	
for the year ended 31 March 2010	 	 	

T
he Board of the KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority (Authority) 

is responsible for the establishment of a risk management 

approach, development of fraud prevention policies, 

effectiveness of internal audit and audit committee as well as 

other governance structures. These include management processes to 

minimise conflict of interest, implementation of code of conduct as well 

as safety, health and environmental issues facing the Authority.

On the other hand, Management is responsible and accountable to the 

Board for designing, implementing and monitoring the processes outlined 

above and integrating them into the day-to-day activities of the Authority.

To this end, appropriate governance structures were set up to deal 

with these issues as set out in detail below.

human resources and Compensation 
Committee
This Committee comprises a minimum of three members including the 

Chairperson nominated from the members of the Board.

The Human Resources and Compensation Committee’s primary 

functions will include reviewing and recommending to the Board the 

following:

Issues relating to human resource management and planning •	

including recruitment and selection, training, performance 

management, succession planning and to report to the Board on 

the implementation of these strategies.

Review and approve proposals for the general adjustment of •	

standard conditions of service including matters relating to 

leave, housing, motor vehicles, bonuses, incentives, pension 

fund, provident fund, medical aid and other conditions of service 

applicable to the organisation.

Review salary scales and determine overall compensation including •	

annual increment and bonuses taking into account applicable 

performance targets.

Review and approve changes in the organisational structure.•	

Ensure that the organisation has programmes and policies in place  •	

to attract and retain executives of high calibre to lead the organisation 

successfully in their respective areas of responsibility.

Performance management of the Human Resources and •	

Compensation Committee.

Annual action plan activities within the scope of the Committee.•	

Review and evaluate the adequacy of these terms of reference at •	

least on an annual basis.

audit and risk Committee
This Committee comprises a minimum of three members including the 

Chairperson nominated from the members of the Board.

The primary functions of this Committee include reviewing and 

recommending to the Board the following:

Financial statements
The Audit and Risk Committee shall:

Examine and review the annual financial statements and the interim •	

financial reports with management and the external auditors before 

filing with regulators, and consider whether they are complete and 

consistent with the information known to Committee members.

Review with management and external auditors the results of the •	

audit, including any difficulties encountered.

Review the annual financial statements, and consider whether they •	

are complete, consistent with information known to Committee 

members, and reflect appropriate accounting principles.

Review with management and the external auditors all matters •	

required to be communicated to stakeholders under generally 

accepted auditing standards.

Internal Control 
The Audit and Risk Committee shall consider the effectiveness of •	

the organisation’s internal control system, including information 

technology security and control.

Understanding the scope of internal and external auditor’s review •	

of internal control over financial reporting, and obtain reports 

on significant findings and recommendations, together with 

management’s responses.

Reviewing the effectiveness of the internal control systems.•	

Reviewing the control procedures followed by management.•	

Reviewing the controls designed to ensure that assets are •	

safeguarded.

Reviewing the Fraud Prevention plan implemented to prevent and •	

detect fraud.

Reviewing risk management and related policies.•	

Reviewing compliance with prescribed accounting framework.•	

Internal Audit
An important role of the Audit and Risk Committee is to monitor, guide 

and supervise the functioning of the internal audit, ensuring that the 

roles and functions of the external audit and internal audit are sufficiently 
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COrpOrATE GOVErNANCE rEpOrT 	
for the year ended 31 March 2010	   

clarified and coordinated to provide an objective overview of the operational 

effectiveness of the organisation’s systems of internal control and reporting. 

This includes:

Annually reviewing and approving the Internal Audit Charter to •	

ensure adherence to best practices.

Approving the three (3) year Internal Audit Strategic and Annual •	

Operational plans and review performance against the plans.

Reviewing the adequacy of corrective action taken in response to •	

significant internal audit findings.

Reviewing internal audit plans to ensure that high risk areas are •	

identified and mitigation strategies developed.  

Meeting separately with the Chief Audit Executive to discuss matters •	

that the Committee believes should be discussed privately.

Reviewing significant matters reported by the internal audit •	

function.

Reviewing the objectives and operations of the internal audit •	

function.

Assessing adequacy of performance of the internal audit function.•	

Reviewing the cooperation and coordination between the internal •	

and external audit functions.

Reviewing any significant disagreements or differences of opinion •	

between management and the internal audit function.

Evaluating the independence and effectiveness of the internal •	

auditors.

Reviewing the effectiveness of the internal audit function, including •	

compliance with the Institute of Internal Auditor’s International 

Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing.

External Audit
Reviewing the external auditors proposed audit scope and •	

approach, including coordination of audit effort with internal audit.

Reviewing and confirming the independence of the external auditors •	

by obtaining statements from the auditors on relationships between 

the auditors and the organisation, including non-audit services, and 

discussing the relationships with the auditors.

Reviewing the external auditor’s observations as presented in •	

the management reports and the adequacy of management 

responses.

On a regular basis, meet separately with the external auditors to •	

discuss any matters that the committee or auditors believe should 

be discussed privately.

Compliance
Reviewing the effectiveness of system for monitoring compliance •	

with laws and regulations and the results of management’s 

investigation and follow-up of any instances of non-compliance.

Reviewing processes for communicating the Code of Conduct to •	

TKZN’s personnel, and for monitoring compliance therewith.

Obtaining regular updates from management and the organisation’s •	

legal counsel regarding compliance matters.

Reporting Responsibility
Regular reporting to the Board about the Audit and Risk Committee •	

activities, issues, and related recommendations.

Provide an open avenue of communication between internal audit, •	

the external auditors, and the executive management.

Other Responsibilities
Performing other activities related to this charter as requested by •	

the Accounting Authority.

Instituting and overseeing special investigation as needed.•	

Reviewing and assessing the adequacy of the Audit Committee •	

Charter annually. 

Confirming annually that all responsibilities outlined in this charter •	

have been carried out.

Evaluating the Committee’s and individual members’ performance •	

on a regular basis.

marketing & tourism Development 
Committee
This Committee comprises a minimum of three members including the 

Chairperson nominated from the members of the Board.

The primary functions of this Committee include reviewing and 

recommending to the Board the following:

Marketing
Overall marketing strategy, (including PR/communications and •	

tourism information and research).

Annual overall marketing budgets.•	

Progress in terms of implementation of the annual action plan. •	

Relevant policies pertaining to:•	

o Brand management

o Advertising and promotional campaigns

o Events marketing and sponsorship
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COrpOrATE GOVErNANCE rEpOrT (CONTiNuEd)	
for the year ended 31 March 2010

o Domestic and international marketing

o Strategic marketing tools

o Public relations

o Tourism information services.

Tourism Development
Recommending budget allocations to Tourism development •	

activities undertaken by TKZN.

Guiding and reviewing business plans submitted by management •	

pertaining to tourism development activities.

Recommending budget and business plan reviews for development •	

activities every three months.

Recommending development policies pertaining to all functional •	

activities of the Tourism Development Business Unit.

Making recommendations to the Board on any matter pertaining to •	

tourism development within KwaZulu-Natal.

The implementation and ongoing review of the Public Finance and 

Management Act (PFMA) and Treasury Regulations-related policies 

has continued during the year under review. The implementation of 

these policies continues to result in significant improvements in financial 

management and human resource management with the Authority.  The 

financial reports and documentation required in terms of the PFMA as 

well as the Treasury regulations were prepared timeously. The quarterly 

reports required in terms of the Memorandum of Agreement entered 

into between the Authority and the Department of Arts, Culture and 

Tourism were submitted. 
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rEpOrT OF ThE AudiT ANd riSk COMMiTTEE
for the year ended 31 March 2010	 	 	 	

The Tourism KwaZulu-Natal’s Audit and Risk Committee report for 

the financial year ending 31 March 2010 is presented below:

audit and risk Committee responsibility
The function of the Audit and Risk Committee is primarily to assist the 

Board in discharging its duties relating to the safeguarding of assets, 

effective management of liabilities and working capital, the operation of 

adequate systems and process of internal control, and the preparation of 

financial reports and annual statements.

The committee reports that it has complied with its responsibilities 

arising from Section 50 (1) of the PFMA and Treasury Regulations.  

The Audit and Risk Committee also reports that it has adopted 

appropriate formal terms of reference as its Audit Committee charter, 

has regulated its affairs in compliance with this charter in discharging its 

responsibilities as contained therein.

audit and risk Committee members and 
attendance
The Audit and Risk Committee for the year under review consisted of the 

members listed hereunder and met four (4) times as per approved terms 

of reference. In addition, a special Audit and Risk Committee meeting 

was held.

Name of member
Number of meetings 

attended

Ms NZ Qunta (Chairperson) 5

Mr Z Gwala 3

Ms Y Bacus 4

Ms N Kheswa 4

risk management
As part of governance improvement, the Audit and Risk Committee 

reviewed the risk management strategy developed by Provincial Internal 

Audit. The Committee made recommendations on the implementation 

of the strategy. It is anticipated that a risk management progress report 

will be presented to the Audit and Risk Management Committee, 

henceforth.   The Audit and Risk Committee believes that once the risk 

management process has been rolled out it will significantly improve 

the strategic management and corporate governance of the entity. We 

believe that strategy, risk, performance and sustainable service delivery 

are inseparable. Proper risk management will ensure that best practices 

are implemented and the core function of the entity is the focal point and 

this will contribute enormously to service delivery. The audit committee 

will constantly monitor the roll out of risk management to ensure that this 

process reaches maturity within a reasonable time.

Internal audit
Internal audit operated with an annual and three-year rolling plan approved 

by the Audit  and Risk Committee. The audit coverage included mainly 

cyclical audit and focused on areas considered to be key. The results 

of these audits were presented to management for their response and 

findings resolution and to the Audit and Risk Committee for final review.  

During the year under review the Audit Committee recommended an 

alignment of the risk management process to the planning cycle of the 

entity, in order to ensure that the Internal Audit Plan is purely based 

on risks associated with the achievement of the entity’s performance 

objectives.

In our opinion, internal audit is under-resourced and this has 

impacted on the overall effectiveness of the internal audit during the 

current financial year. There were times (quarters), where no internal 

audit reports were presented to the Audit and Risk Committee. Internal 

Audit themselves alluded to the limited resources at their disposal as 

the main reason for not being able to produce some reports on time. 

The Audit and Risk Committee was therefore concerned about the 

prioritisation of TKZN for the deployment of internal auditors, during 

the current year.

The effectiveness of internal control 
The system of controls is designed to provide cost-effective assurance 

that assets are safeguarded and that liabilities and working capital are 

efficiently managed. In line with the PFMA and the King II & III Report on 

Corporate Governance requirements, internal audit provides the Audit  

and Risk Committee and management with assurance that the internal 

controls are appropriate and effective. This is achieved by means of 

the risk management process, as well as the identification of corrective 

actions and suggested enhancements to the controls and processes.  

We have concluded, based on the work that was undertaken as part 

of the annual internal audit plan and Auditor-General’s final audits, that 

the system of internal control was effective.  
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Governance processes and accountability
The Audit and Risk Committee reports that it has adopted appropriate 

formal terms of reference as its charter, has regulated its affairs in 

compliance with this Audit Committee charter and has discharged all its 

responsibilities as contained therein.

The quality of monthly and quarterly reports 
submitted in terms of the PFMA and the Division of 
Revenue Act  

The Audit and Risk Committee reviewed quarterly reports and is satisfied 

that controls are in place to monitor spending patterns. 

The quarterly reports were eventually submitted to the Board and the 

Department of Economic Development and Tourism, in terms of the 

Transfer Funding Agreement.

Evaluation of Financial Statements  
The Audit and Risk Committee has:

•	 Reviewed	and	discussed	the	audited	annual	financial	statements	to	

be included in the annual report with the Auditor-General and the 

Board; and 

•	 Reviewed	significant	adjustments	resulting	from	the	audit.

subsequent events
There were no material events that occurred subsequent to the reporting 

period.

appreciation
Our sincere appreciation and thanks is extended to all those who attended 

our meetings for their contribution, to the Chief Executive Officer, and  

management as a whole for their support and useful interaction during 

the year under review.

 

NZ QUNTA (Mrs)

Signed on behalf of the Audit and Risk Committee

Date: 31 July 2010
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report on the Financial statements
Introduction
1. I have audited the accompanying financial statements of the 

KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority, which comprise the statement 

of financial position as at 31 March 2010, and the statement of 

financial performance, statement of changes in net assets and 

cash flow statement for the year then ended, and a summary of 

significant accounting policies and other explanatory information, 

as set out on pages 66 to 71.

Accounting officer’s responsibility for the financial 
statements

2. The accounting officer is responsible for the preparation and fair 

presentation of the financial statements in accordance with the 

South African Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting 

Practice (SA Standards of GRAP) and in the manner required by 

the Public Finance Management Act of South Africa, 1999 (Act 

No. 1 of 1999) (PFMA). This responsibility includes designing, 

implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the 

preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are 

free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; 

selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making 

accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.

Auditor-General’s responsibility
3. As required by section 188 of the Constitution of South Africa and 

section 4 of the Public Audit Act of South Africa, 2004 (Act No. 

25 of 2004) and section 40(2) of the PFMA, my responsibility is 

to express an opinion on the financial statements based on my 

audit.

4. I conducted my audit in accordance with International Standards on 

Auditing and General Notice 1570 of 2009 issued in Government 

Gazette 32758 of 27 November 2009.  Those standards require 

that I comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the 

audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial 

statements are free from material misstatement.

5. An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence 

about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. 

The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, 

including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement 

of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In 

making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal 

control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of 

the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that 

are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of 

expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal 

control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of 

accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 

estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall 

presentation of the financial statements. 

6. I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and 

appropriate to provide a basis for my audit opinion.

Opinion 
In my opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material 

respects, the financial position of the KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority 

as at 31 March 2010, and its financial performance and its cash flows 

for the year then ended are prepared, in accordance with the accounting 

policy described in note 1 to the financial statements and in the manner 

required by the PFMA. 

Emphasis of matters
7. I draw attention to the matters below. My opinion is not modified 

in respect of these matters:

Basis of accounting
8. The entity’s basis of accounting changed from the prior year to the 

current year, namely from the Statements of Generally Accepted 

Accounting Practice to SA Standards of GRAP. 

report of the auditor-General to the kwazulu-natal provincial legislature 
on the Financial statements of the kwazulu-natal tourism authority for the 
year ended 31 march 2010
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Unaudited supplementary schedules
The Kwazulu-Natal Tourism Authority provided supplementary information 

in the financial statements on whether resources were obtained and 

used in accordance with the legally adopted budget, in accordance 

with GRAP 1 Presentation of Financial Statements. The supplementary 

budget information set out on page 73 does not form part of the financial 

statements and is presented as additional information. Accordingly I do 

not express an opinion thereon.

report on other legal and regulatory 
requirements
9. In terms of the PAA and General Notice 1570 of 2009, issued in 

Government Gazette No. 32758 of 27 November 2009, I include 

below my findings on the report on predetermined objectives, 

compliance with the PFMA and financial management (internal 

control).

Findings
Predetermined objectives
10. No matters to report.

Compliance with laws and regulations
11. No matters to report. 

internal Control 
I considered internal control relevant to my audit of the financial 

statements and the report on predetermined objectives and compliance 

with the PFMA, but not for the purposes of expressing an opinion on the 

effectiveness of internal control. The matters reported below are limited 

to the deficiencies identified during the audit.

12. No matters to report. 

Pietermaritzburg

31 July 2010
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Report by the Accounting Authority to the Executive Authority and 

the Provincial Legislature of the Republic of South Africa.

General review of the state of affairs
For the financial year 2009/10, the KwaZulu-Natal Tourism 

Authority (the Authority) received a grant of R70 012 000 (2008/9:  

R66 413 000) from the Provincial Department of Economic Development 

and Tourism.  A further amount of R2 672 000 (2008/9:  R2 418 000) 

was received in the form of other income. An amount of R2 939 000 

spent on projects was recognised as both income and expenditure in 

terms of the new Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP) 

No. 23. Thus, the total income for the Authority was R75 623 000 

(2008/9: R80 529 000).

The net surplus for the financial year was R218 000 (2008/9:  

R634 000 surplus). This has resulted in the accumulated surplus of 

R5 952 000 at the end of the financial year (2008/9: R5 734 000 

accumulated surplus). The National Treasury approval to carry over 

the accumulated surplus at the beginning of the financial year of  

R5 743 000 for utilisation in the 2010/11 financial year was granted.

Two members of the Board, Mr Khubone and Ms Khumalo, resigned 

from the Board during the period under review. The Committees of 

the Board continued to play their oversight role and are constituted as 

follows:

Audit and Risk Committee.•	

Human Resources and Compensation Committee.•	

Marketing and Tourism Development Committee.•	

The terms of reference of the Board Committees are detailed in the 

Corporate Governance Report.

During the year under review Mr Thomas Mathibela was appointed to 

the position of General Manager: Tourism Development and replaced Mr 

J T Hlongwa who passed away after being involved in a car accident. 

Following the structural realignment process within the Marketing and 

Communications department, our markets were divided into three regions, 

namely Africa, Asia and Australasia, Inland Europe and United Kingdom 

and the Americas.  Each region is serviced by a Region Manager who is 

responsible for all aspects of marketing.

The Authority’s annual action plan was, to a large extent, 

implemented satisfactorily. Further details are contained under the 

section dealing with performance information.

services rendered by the authority
The KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority, trading as Tourism KwaZulu-

Natal, is a statutory body responsible for the development, marketing 

and promotion of tourism in KwaZulu-Natal. It was established in 1997 

in accordance with the KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Act No. 11 of 1996, as 

amended.

Following the realignment of the provincial departments in May 

2009, the Authority reports to the KZN Provincial Legislature through the 

Department of Economic Development and Tourism.  

In terms of the regulations for the registration of tour guides as 

well as the regulations for the registration of tourism accommodation 

establishments and related service providers, the Authority performed 

certain functions during the year. These include the registration of tour 

guides, tourism accommodation establishments and the general Registrar 

functions. The registration levies payable in this regard were approved by 

the then MEC responsible for tourism in the province. The levies payable 

were not adjusted during the financial year under review. There are on-

going discussions between the Authority and the Shareholder to address 

role clarification as per the White paper on the Development and Promotion 

of Tourism in KwaZulu-Natal.

Overall, during the financial year under review, the Authority engaged 

in various activities aimed at marketing and promoting the province as a 

leading tourist destination. The Authority also engaged in a number of 

tourism development initiatives and projects within the province.

Capacity constraints
As already indicated above, there were changes within the Marketing 

and Communications business unit.

Despite the changes, the planned activities and related outputs for 

2009/10 financial year were satisfactorily executed and achieved. 

utilisation of poverty alleviation funds
The entity received funds by way of conditional grants for special projects, 

including poverty relief projects. These funds are mainly from the National 

Department of Tourism (NDT) and are utilised as part of the Authority’s 

tourism development initiatives.  This is in line with the Authority having been 

appointed by the NDT as its implementing agent in this regard.  

The funds which were not utilised, mainly due to timing differences, 

were carried forward to a future period. Furthermore, a separate bank 

account is usually opened for each project.

For the year under review, there was a special focus in dealing with 

various challenges arising out of the implementation of these projects. 
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Nevertheless, there was significant progress made and this will ensure 

the successful completion and handing over of these projects to the 

intended beneficiaries or recipients. The Authority also endeavoured 

to strengthen its relationship and involvement in the district and local 

government in implementing these projects. 

Business address

performance information
In terms of the KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Act, the Authority must develop an 

annual tourism promotion, marketing and development action plan. This action 

plan must provide clear indications of goals and objectives for the planning 

period. Such a plan was developed for the 2009/10 financial year. The 

progress reports were tabled at each Board and the Committees meetings 

of the Authority. Furthermore, the Authority reported to the Department 

of Economic Development and Tourism on a quarterly basis on progress 

towards the achievement of the stated outputs and objectives in line with the 

Memorandum of Agreement entered into between the two entities.  

A detailed report on the activities of the Authority is included under 

a separate section of the Annual Report.  

approval
The annual financial statements for the year ended 31 March 2010, set 

out on pages 66 to 71, were approved by the Accounting Authority in 

terms of section 51(1) (f) of the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 

(Act No. 1 of 1999), as amended and are signed on its behalf by:

Registered office: 

Suite 303, Tourist Junction, 

Durban, 4000  

 

PO Box 2516,

160 Pine Street,  

Durban, 4001

Bankers:         First National Bank

External Auditors:        Auditor-General

Internal Auditors:        Internal Audit Unit –  

         KZN Provincial Treasury

Discontinued activities
No activities were discontinued during the period under review.

new or proposed activities
There were no new activities embarked upon during the period under 

review. Furthermore, there are no proposed activities for the upcoming 

financial year.

events after the reporting date
There were no material events that occurred after 31 March 2010.

Date: 31 July 2010

N Khoza

Chief Executive Officer    

 

Date: 31 July 2010 

T Dlamini

Chairperson: KwaZulu-Natal 

Tourism Authority 
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1. Basis of preparation
The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance 

with Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP), issued by the 

Accounting Standards Board in accordance with Section 55 of the Public 

Finance Management Act (Act No. 29 of 1999) and the Public finance 

Management Act (Act 1 of 1999) as amended (PFMA).

Accounting policies for material transactions, events or conditions 

not covered by the GRAP reporting framework have been developed in 

accordance with paragraphs 7, 11 and 12 of GRAP 3 and the hierarchy 

approved in Directive 5 issued by the Accounting Standards Board.

The annual financial statements have been prepared on an accrual 

basis of accounting and are in accordance with historical cost convention, 

unless specifically stated otherwise.

The principal accounting policies adopted in the preparation of these 

financial statements are set out below.

Assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses have not been offset, 

except where offsetting is required or permitted by a Standard of 

GRAP.

The accounting policies are applied consistently with those used to 

present the previous year’s financial statements, unless explicitly stated.  

The details of any changes in accounting policies are explained in the 

relevant policy.

2. Going Concern
The public entity will be a going concern in the year(s) ahead and as such, 

the Authority continues to adopt the going concern basis in preparing the 

annual financial statements.

3. Currency
These financial statements are presented in South African Rand since 

that is the currency in which the majority of the entity’s transactions are 

denominated.

4. revenue recognition
Revenue is recognised when it is probable that future economic benefits 

will flow to the enterprise and these benefits can be measured reliably. 

Revenue arising from registration levies is recognised in full upon 

becoming a member or renewal of membership, net of Value-Added 

Taxes. The licensing as well as acceptance of such registration by the 

Authority record membership upon receipt of payment and submission 

of registration application forms. Membership is renewed annually for 

tourism establishments and biannually for tour guides.

Interest income is accrued on a time proportion basis, taking into 

account the principal outstanding and the effective interest rate over the 

period to maturity.

5. irregular and fruitless and wasteful 
expenditure

Irregular expenditure means expenditure incurred in contravention of, 

or not in accordance with, a requirement of any applicable legislation, 

including:

The PFMA, or•	

Any provincial legislation providing for procurement procedures in •	

that provincial government.

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure means expenditure that was made in 

vain and would have been avoided had reasonable care been exercised. 

All irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure is charged against 

income in the period in which it is incurred.

6. Foreign currencies
Transactions in currencies other than the entity’s reporting currency 

(Rand) are initially recorded at the rates of exchange ruling on the dates 

of the transactions. Gains and losses arising from the settlement of such 

transactions are recognised in the income statement.

Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are 

translated at the rates of exchange ruling on the balance sheet date.  

Unrealised differences on monetary assets and liabilities are recognised 

in the income statement in the period in which they occurred.

7. retirement benefit costs
The entity operates a defined contribution plan, the assets of which are 

generally held in separate trustee-administered funds. The plans are 

generally funded by payments from the entity.

Payments to defined contribution retirement benefit plans are charged 

to the income statement in the year to which they relate.

8. taxation
The entity operated on funds derived from Government Grants. In terms 

of a directive issued by the South African Revenue Service the receipts 

and accruals of the KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority are exempt from 

Income Tax.
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9. unusual items
All items of income and expense arising in the ordinary course of business 

are taken into account in arriving at income before taxation. Where items 

of income and expense are of such size, nature or incidence that their 

disclosure is relevant to explain the performance of the entity, they are 

separately disclosed and appropriate explanations are provided.

10.  property, plant and equipment
Items of property, plant and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated 

depreciation.

Depreciation is charged so as to write off the cost or valuation of 

assets, over their estimated useful lives, using the straight-line method, 

on the following bases:

Computer software                50% 

Office Equipment

Photographic    16.6%

Dictaphones   33.3%

Perforating equipment  16.6%

Television    16.6%

Surveyors equipment  20%

Computer hardware   33.3%

Office furniture   16.6%

Office fittings and alterations 16.6%

Videos    50%

The gain or loss arising from the disposal or retirement of an asset is 

determined as the difference between the sale proceeds and the carrying 

amount of the asset and is recognised in income.

The property, plant and equipment has been accounted for 

at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated 

impairment losses, not at fair value less accumulated depreciation and 

accumulated impairment losses as required by GRAP 17 “Property, Plant 

and Equipment”. The fair value of property, plant and equipment was 

assessed and it was found that the difference arising from the application 

of GRAP 17 was insignificant in the current financial year and was to be 

disposed off in the next financial year.

11. intangible assets
Expenditure on trademarks and patents is recognised as an •	

expense in the period in which it is incurred.

Internally generated intangible assets (Research and development •	

costs).

Expenditure on research activities is recognised as an expense in •	

the period in which it is incurred.

Where no internally generated intangible asset can be recognised, •	

development expenditure is recognised as an expense in the period 

in which it is incurred. 

12. impairment
At each balance sheet date, the entity reviews the carrying amounts 

of its tangible and intangible assets to determine whether there is any 

indication that those assets may be impaired. If any such indication exists, 

the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated in order to determine 

the extent of the impairment loss (if any). 

If the recoverable amount of an asset is estimated to be less than 

its carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset is reduced to its 

recoverable amount. Impairment losses are immediately recognised as 

an expense, unless the relevant asset is carried at a revalued amount 

under another standard, in which case the impairment loss is treated as 

a revaluation decrease under the standard.

Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying 

amount of the asset is increased to the revised estimate of its 

recoverable amount, but so that the increased carrying amount does not 

exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined had no 

impairment loss been recognised for the asset in prior years. A reversal 

of an impairment loss is recognised as income immediately, unless the 

relevant asset is carried at a revalued amount under another standard, in 

which case the reversal of the impairment loss is treated as a revaluation 

increase under that other standard.

13. Borrowings
In terms of section 66(3)(c) of the Public Finance Management Act, 

1999, a Public Entity may only through the Minister of Finance borrow 

money or, in the case of the issue of a guarantee, indemnity or security, 

only through the Minister of Labour, acting with the concurrence of the 

Minister of Finance.

In terms of section 32.1.1 of the Treasury Regulations Public Entity 

may borrow money for bridging purposes with the approval of the Minister 

of Finance, subject to certain conditions.

14. leasing
Finance leases as per the Treasury Regulations refers to a contract that 

transfers the risks, rewards, rights and obligations incident to ownership 

to the lessee and is recorded as a purchase of equipment by means of 
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long-term borrowing;

All other leases are classified as operating leases.

The entity as a lessor
Rental income from operating leases is recognised on a straight-line 

basis over the term of the relevant lease.

The entity as a lessee
Rentals payable under operating leases are charged to income on a 

straight-line basis over the term of the relevant lease.

Rentals payable under operating leases are charged to income on a 

straight-line basis over the term of the relevant lease.

15. Financial instruments
Recognition
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised on the entity’s 

statement of financial position when the entity becomes a party to the 

contractual provisions of the instrument. 

Financial assets
The entity’s principle financial assets are trade receivable and cash and 

cash equivalents. 

•	 Trade	receivables

Trade receivables are stated at their nominal value as reduced by 

appropriate allowances for estimated irrecoverable amounts.

•	 Cash	and	cash	equivalents	

Cash and cash equivalents are stated at nominal value which approximate 

their fair value.

Financial liabilities
The entity’s principle financial liabilities are accounts payable.

•	 Trade	payables

Trade and other payables are stated at their nominal value. Amount is not 

discounted if the effect is not going to be material.

16. provisions and Contingent liabilities
Provisions are recognised when the entity has a present obligation as a 

result of a past event and it is probable that this will result in an outflow 

of economic benefits that can be estimated reliably. The provisions are 

accounted for as per GRAP 19.

Contingent Liabilities
Contingent liabilities are recognised when the entity has a present 

obligation as a result of a past event and it is probable that this will result 

in an outflow of economic benefits that can be estimated reliably. The 

contingent liabilities are accounted for as per GRAP 19.

17. Government grants
Government grants are recognised when it is probable that future 

economic benefits will flow to the public entity and these benefits can be 

measured reliably. The grant is recognised to the extent that there are no 

further obligations arising from the receipt of the grant.

18. Comparative figures
Where necessary, comparative figures have been adjusted to conform to 

changes in presentation in the current year.

19. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, short-term investments 

with financial institutions and the amount deposited with financial 

institutions as part of the entity’s current account.  

Funds under administration in respect of special projects are 

deposited with financial institutions and are accounted for as such.

Cash and cash equivalent are stated at nominal value.

20. projects funds
The entity receives funds by way of conditional grants for special projects, 

including poverty relief projects.  Funds which are not utilised, mainly due 

to timing differences, are carried forward to a future period.  Expenditure 

incurred on these funds is accounted for on a cash basis.  Furthermore, 

a separate bank account is usually opened for each project. The project 

funds have been accounted for as Non Exchange Transactions under 

GRAP 23.

21. employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits include wages, salaries, paid annual 

leave and bonuses and are accounted for as required by International 

Accounting Standard (IAS) - IAS 19 “Employee benefits”.

22. related parties
Transactions with key management personnel are disclosed in the annual 

financial statements in the form of a note as required by IAS 24 “Related 

party disclosures”. These transactions relate to short term employee 

benefits and are in accordance with IAS 19 above.
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Notes
2010 2009

R’000 R’000

REVENUE

Grants and transfers 1 70 012 66 413

Other income 2 2 672 2 418

Project transfers 23 2 939 11 698

TOTAL REVENUE 75 623 80 529

EXPENDITURE

Administrative expenses 3 4 155 4 046

Staff costs 4 18 803 16 679

Marketing expenses 5 38 366 38 317

Interest paid  -   11

Tourism development expenses 6 3 350 2 388

Other operating expenses 7 6 253 4 846

Depreciation 8 1 539 1 910

Project expenditure 23 2 939 11 698

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 75 405 79 895

Net surplus for the year 218 634

Accumulated surplus at the beginning of the year  5 734 5 100

Accumulated surplus at the end of the year 9 5 952 5 734
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Notes
2010 2009

R’000 R’000

ASSETS

Non-Current Assets

Property, plant and equipment 8 1 989 3 014

1 989 3 014

Current Assets

Receivables 10 6 638 5 036

Cash and cash equivalents 11 20 872 9 423

27 510 14 459

Total Assets 29 499 17 473

RESERVES AND LIABILITIES

Reserves 9 5 952 5 734

Current Liabilities

Trade and other payables 13 22 341 10 694

Provisions 12 1 206 1 045

23 547 11 739

Total Reserves and Liabilities 29 499 17 473
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Notes
2010 2009

R’000 R’000

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Cash receipts from customers  70 803  65 588 

Cash paid to suppliers and employees    (59 223)  (80 661) 

Cash generated from/(utilised by) operations 14  11 580  (15 073) 

Interest received 383  911 

Interest paid  -   (11)

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from operating activities  11 963  (14 173) 

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Acquisition of:

Property, plant and equipment  (514)  (1 095) 

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents  11 449 (15 268) 

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year  9 423  24 691 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year  20 872  9 423 
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Notes
2010 2009

R’000 R’000

Accumulated Surplus

Balance at 1 April 2009 9 5 734 5 100

Net surplus for the year 9 218 634

Balance at 31 March 2010 5 952 5 734

Total Reserves

Balance at 1 April 2009 5 734 5 100

Net surplus for the year 218 634

Balance at 31 March 2010 8 5 952 5 734
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Actual Budgeted

R’000 – 2009/10 R’000 – 2009/10

Revenue

Tax revenue  2 289  2 554 

Non-tax revenue  383  331 

Sale of goods and services other than capital assets

Of which:

Admin fees

Sales by market establishments

Project Transfers 2 939 –

Non-market est. sales

Other non-tax revenue  383  331 

Transfers received  70 012  70 012 

Sale of capital assets

Total revenue  72 684  72 897 

Expenses

Current expense  72 466  72 897 

Compensation of employees  18 803  19 266 

Goods and services  52 124  52 467 

Depreciation  1 539  1 164 

Interest, dividends and rent on land  –    –   

Interest  –   

Dividends

Rent on land

Tax and Outside shareholders Interest

Adjustments to Fair Value

Unearned reserves (social security funds only)  –   

Project Expenditure 2 939 –

Transfers and subsidies  –   

Total expenses  72 466  72 897 

Surplus/(Deficit)  218  –   
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2010 2009

R’000 R’000 

1. Grants and Transfers

Provincial Department of Economic Development & Tourism 70 012 66 413

2. Other Income

Interest income  383  911 

Sundry income  2 081  1 280 

Registration levies  208  227 

Total  2 672  2 418 

3. Administrative Expenses

General and administratives expenses  319  444 

Auditor's remuneration

 - Audit fees  810  736 

Travel and subsistence  474  760 

Rentals in respect of operating leases  2 390  1 984 

 - Buildings  2 047  1 728 

 - Plant, machinery and equipment  343  256 

Directors' emoluments  181  138 

Net foreign exchange (gains)/losses  (19)  (16) 

Total  4 155  4 046 

4. Staff Costs

Basic salaries 16 822 14 940

Temporary 157 70

Defined provident fund contribution plan expenses  1 824  1 669 

Total 18 803 16 679

Total number of employees as at 31 March 2010 57 57

5. Marketing Expenses

Marketing activities 29 619 29 008

Image building 3 980 3 803

Research and information services 4 767 5 506

Total 38 366 38 317
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2010 2009

R’000 R’000 

6. Tourism Development Expenses

Project management unit 1 143 1 463

Community based tourism  -   320

Tourism Investment Promotion 1 600 587

Small business support 144 18

Tourism awareness campaigns 463 0

Total 3 350 2 388

7. Other Operating Expenses

Staff training and development 719 425

Consultants, contractors and special services 454 21

Legal fees 81 84

Maintenance, repairs and running costs 102 148

 - Property and buildings 102 148

Entertainment expenses 35 29

Other 4 862 4 139

Total 6 253 4 846
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8. Property, Plant and 
Equipment

2010 Gross Carrying  Value Accumulated Depreciation

Opening Additions Disposal Closing Opening Additions Disposal Closing
Net 

carrying 
value

Office furniture 1 448 179  -   1 627 923 144 0 1 067 560

Office equipment 345 14  85 274 281 27 85 223 51

Office fittings & alternations 2 207 0  -   2 207 1 385 234 0 1 619 588

Computer software 2 950 0  -   2 950 1 910 882 0 2 792 158

Computer hardware 2 264 321  13 2 572 1 701 252 13 1 940 632

Total 9 214 514  98 9 630 6 200 1 539 98 7 641 1 989

2009 Gross Carrying  Value Accumulated Depreciation

Opening Additions Disposal Closing Opening Additions Disposal Closing
Net 

carrying 
value

Office furniture 1 334 114  -   1 448 783 140  -   923 525

Office equipment 328 17  -   345 242 39  -   281 64

Office fittings & alternations 2 064 143  -   2 207 1 133 252  -   1 385 822

Computer software 2 557 393  -   2 950 667 1 243  -   1 910 1 040

Computer hardware 1 836 428  -   2 264 1 465 236  -   1 701 563

Total 8 119 1 095  -   9 214 4 290 1 910  -   6 200 3 014
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2010 2009

R’000 R’000 

9. Reserves

Accumulated surplus at the beginning of the year 5 734 5 100

Net surplus for the year 218 634

Accumulated surplus at the end of the year 5 952 5 734

The accumulated surplus was not budgeted for and will be utilised for the 
purpose it was intended for.

The Authority has requested consent from the Department of Arts, Culture 
and Tourism to carry forward this accumulated surplus to future years.

10. Receivables

Receivables 3 227 1 346

Less: Provision for impairment (2 138) (613)

1 089 733

SARS – VAT 5 218 3 970

Staff advances  31 33

Other  55 55

Rental deposits  245 245

Total 6 638 5 036

The provision for impairment has been determined by reference to the 
Authority's policy of management of debts, past default experience and the 
current economic environment.

The Authority consider the carrying amount of receivables approximates to 
their fair value.

11. Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash at bank 9 061 7 856

Cash on hand 5 5

Short-term investments 7 679 452

Projects funds 4 127 1 110

Total 20 872 9 423

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash and short-term, highly liquid 
investments that are held with registered banking institutions with maturities 
of three months or less and that are subject to insignificant interest rate risk.  
The carrying amount of these assets approximates to their fair value.
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Notes
2010 2009

R’000 R’000

12. Provisions Provision for
leave pay

Provision for
annual bonuses

Total

Opening balance 1 April 2009 911 134 1 045

Utilisation of provision during the year  (667)  (579) (1 246)

Provisions made during the year 816 591 1 407

Closing balance 31 March 2010 1 060 146 1 206

The leave pay and bonus provision relates to the Authority's estimated 
liabilities arising as a result of services rendered by employees.

13. Trade and Other Payables

Trade payables 8 710 2 689

SARS – PAYE 319 318

Accruals 1 067  -   

Other (OTP 2010 FIFA WC Activation) 1 478  -   

Projects funds 13.1 10 767 7 687

Total 22 341 10 694

The Authority consider that the carrying amount of trade and 
other payables approximates to their fair value.

13.1  Projects Funds – Made up as follows: Annexure A

Project funds bank accounts 4 127 0

Cash in the Authority's bank accounts 6 640 7 687

Total 10 767 7 687

14. Reconciliation of Surplus to Cash Generated from 
Operations 

Net surplus for the year – Adjusted for: 218 634

 - Depreciation 1 539 1 910

 - Interest received (383) (911)

 - Interest paid  -   11

Operating cashflows before working capital changes 1 374 1 644

Working capital changes

 - Increase in receivables (1 602) (2 994)

 - Increase/(Decrease) in payables 8 728 (4 791)

 - Increase/(Decrease) in projects funds 3 080 (8 932)

Cash generated from/(utilised by) operations 11 580 (15 073)
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15. Employee Benefits

15.1  Short-term employee benefits

The cost of short-term employee benefits is expensed in the income statement in the reporting period when the payment is made. Short-term 
employee benefits that give rise to a present legal or constructive obligation is deferred until they can be reliably measured and then expensed.  
Details of these benefits and potential liabilities are disclosed in the financial statements and are not recognised in the income statement.

15.2  Termination benefits

Termination benefits are recognised and expensed as and when the payment is made.

15.3  Retirement benefits

The KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority contributes to the Old Mutual Orion Provident Fund. Membership is complusory for all permanent employees.  
The fund is a Defined Contribution Fund. The Authority contributes 15% of the pensionable remuneration. The employees do not contribute to this 
fund.

The Authority's contribution to the fund were R1 823 782 (2009: R1 668 941). None of the members of the Board are members of the Fund.

15.4  Medical benefits   

The KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority provides medical benefits for its employees through Discovery Health Benefit Plans. These benefits are 
funded by employee contributions since the Authority works on the total cost of employment. No provision is made for medical benefits in the 
financial statements of the Authority.
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16. Board Member's Emoluments and Executive Management Remuneration

Board Members’ Emoluments

Name Fees for Services Other Total

Ms T Dlamini (Chairperson of the Board) R 29 748 R 6 288 R 36 036

Dr SV Chonco R 21 147 R 3 002 R 24 149

Ms N Kheswa R 7 035 R 6 312 R 13 347

Ms S Maharaj R 7 035 R 126 R 7 161

Mr S Mshengu R 7 638 R 4 243 R 11 881

Mr S Naidoo R 15 075 R 8 621 R 23 696

Ms Z Qunta R 12 060 R 11 229 R 23 289

Mr K Pretorius R 6 432 R 16 354 R 22 786

Mr M Khubone R 2 010 R 365 R 2 375

Mr K Harie R 1 005 R 1 402 R 2 407

Ms N Pretorius R 12 060 R 2 047 R 14 107

Total R 121 245 R 59 989 R 181 234

Executive Management Remuneration

Designation Basic salary
Performance 

related by
Provident fund & 

medical aid
Total 

renumeration

Chief Executive Officer (1 April 2009 to 31 March 2010) R927 338  -   R141 273 R1 068 611

Chief Operating Officer (1 April 2009 to 31 March 2010) R777 174  -   R123 622 R900 796

Total R1 704 512  -   R264 895 R1 969 407
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2010 2009

R’000 R’000 

17. Contingent Liabilities

There is a contingent liability of R0.218m as a result of surplus funds not 
returned to Treasury.

18. Operating Lease Agreements

Authority as Lessee

At the balance sheet date the Authority had outstanding commitments under 
non-cancellable operating leases which falls due as follows:

Up to 1 year R3 404 777 R2 209 944

1 to 5 years R4 219 698 R3 371 630

Total R7 624 475 R5 581 574

At the balance sheet date the Authority had outstanding leases commitments 
in respect of office equipment which falls due as follows:

Up to 1 year R68 705 R193 524

1 to 5 years  -   R16 127

Total R68 705 R209 651

All the above lease agreements in respect of the equipment are not renewable at 
the end of the lease term and the Authority does not have the option to acquire 
the equipment. These lease agreements do not impose any restrictions.

Authority as Lessor

At the balance sheet date the Authority had contracted with sub-tenants for 
the following minimum future lease payments:

Up to 1 year R 35 226 62 719

1 to 5 years R 107 237 363 012

Total R 142 463 R 425 731

19. Capital Commitments

Commitments for the acquisition of property, plant and equipment:

 - Contracted for but not provided in the financial statements  -    -   

The capital expenditure is to be funded as follows:

Internally generated funds
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20. Subsequent Events

There were no material events that occurred subsequent to the reporting period.

21. Related Party Transactions

There were no related party transactions during the year under review.

22. Financial Instruments

In the course of the Authority's business operations it is exposed to currency, credit and liquidity risk. The Authority has developed a comprehensive 
risk management process to monitor and control these risks. The risk management process relating to each of these risks is discussed under the 
relevant heading below.

Currency Risk

The Authority undertakes certain transactions denominated in foreign currencies, hence exposures to exchange rate fluctuations. However, due to 
the relatively small number of transaction, the Authority does not take any forward foreign exchange contracts. Financial asset and liabilities that are 
denominated in foreign currencies as at year end are translated using the spot rate at year end. The volume of foreign transactions is small and is 
not expected to have a material effect on the annual financial statements.

Credit Risk

Financial assets, which potentially subject the Authority to the risk of non-performance by counter-parties and thereby subject the Authority to 
concentrations of credit risk, consist mainly of cash, cash equivalents and trade receivables.

The Authority limits its treasury counter-party exposure by only dealing with well-established financial institutions with high credit ratings assigned 
by international credit-rating agencies. The Authority does not expect any treasury counter-parties to fail to meet their obligations, given their high 
credit rating.

Credit risk with respect to trade receivables is limited due to the large number of debtors comprising the Authority's debtors base and their 
dispersion across different industries and geographical areas. The Authority does not have any significant exposure to any individual debtor or 
counter-party. Accordingly, the Authority does not consider there to be any significant concentration of credit risk, which had not been
adequately provided for. Trade receivables are presented net of the allowance for impairment.

Liquidity Risk

The Authority manages liquidity risk through proper management of working capital, capital expenditure and actual versus forecasted cashflows.  
Adequate reserves and liquid resources facilities are also maintained.
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2010 2009

R’000 R’000 

Maturity Profile

The maturity profiles of financial assets and liabilities at balance sheet date 
are as follows:

1 year or less
R' 000

Total
R' 000

Year Ended 31 March 2010

Assets

Cash 20 872 20 872

Receivables 6 638 6 638

Total financial assets 27 510 27 510

Liabilities

Trade and other payables 22 341 22 341

Total financial liabilities 22 341 22 341

5 169 5 169

Percentages (%) 100.0% 100.0%

Fair Values

The Authority's financial instruments consist mainly of cash and cash equivalents, trade receivables and trade payables.

No financial asset was carried at an amount in excess of its fair value and fair values could be reliably measured for all financial assets and that 
are available-for-sale or held-for-trading.

The following methods and assumptions are used to determine the fair value of each class of financial instruments:

Cash and cash equivalents

The carrying amount of cash and cash equivalents approximates fair value due to the relatively short-term maturity of this financial asset.

Trade receivables

The carrying amount of trade receivables, net of provision for impairment approximates fair value due to the relatively short-term maturity of this 
financial asset.

Trade payables

The carrying amount of trade payables approximates fair value due to the relatively short-term maturity of this financial liability.
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Project Name Accum 
Year 2009

Interest 
Received

Other 
Income

Funding 
Received

Govern- 
ment Grant

Actual 
Expenditure

Transfers
Accum 

Year 2010

23. Anglo Boers  9 892  -  -  -  -  -  -  9 892 

CEO's Projects  79 132  -  -  -  -  -  -  79 132 

Community Tourism  571 394  -  -  -  -  161 802  -  409 592 

Aviation & Charters  1 930 294  -  -  -  1 766 336  -  163 958 

Brand Roll-out & 
Merchandising 
Programme

 652 854  -  -  -  -  -  -  652 854 

eMakhosini  795 643  9 404  -  -  537  -  804 510 

Lilani Phase 3  242 814  2 860  -  -  537  -  245 137 

Tourism KZN Signage  71 978  849  -  -  537  72 290 

Ngome  3 333 616  -  -  -  -  1 008 784  -  2 324 833 

Isibhubhu  -  15 129  -  2 991 106  837  3 005 398 

KZN Cultural Village  3 000 000  3 000 000 

Total 7 687 617 28 242  -   5 991 106 -  2 939 370  -   10 767 596
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ACSA Airports Company of South AfricaACSA Airports Company of South Africa

AIDS Acquired Immunodeficiency SyndromeAIDS Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome

ATL Above the lineATL Above the line

AUTEN Africa Unite Tourism Enterprise NetworkAUTEN Africa Unite Tourism Enterprise Network

BBBEE Broad Based Black Economic EmpowermentBBBEE Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment

BT Business Tourism

BTL Below the lineBTL Below the line

CEO Chief Executive OfficerCEO Chief Executive Officer

CIOA Cruise Indian Ocean AssociationCIOA Cruise Indian Ocean Association

COO Chief Operating OfficerCOO Chief Operating Officer

CRM Customer Relations ManagementCRM Customer Relations Management

DEAT Department of Environmental Affairs and TourismDEAT Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism

DEDT Department of Economic Development and TourismDEDT Department of Economic Development and Tourism

DM District Municipality

DMS Destination Management SystemDMS Destination Management System

ETEYA Emerging Tourism Entrepreneur of the Year AwardETEYA Emerging Tourism Entrepreneur of the Year Award

FEDHASA Federated Hospitality Association of South AfricaFEDHASA Federated Hospitality Association of South Africa

GAAP Generally Accepted Accounting PrinciplesGAAP Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

GDP Gross Domestic ProductGDP Gross Domestic Product

GRAP Generally Recognised Accounting PrinciplesGRAP Generally Recognised Accounting Principles

HDI Historically Disadvantaged IndividualHDI Historically Disadvantaged Individual

HR Human Resources

IAS International Accounting Standard

ICC International Convention Centre

ICCA International Congress & Convention AssociationICCA International Congress & Convention Association

IDC Independent Development Corporation

IMC International Marketing CouncilIMC International Marketing Council

ITB Internationale Touismus-Börse, Berlin

JMA Joint Marketing AgreementJMA Joint Marketing Agreement

KZN KwaZulu-NatalKZN KwaZulu-Natal

LM Local Municipality

LSM Living Standards MeasureLSM Living Standards Measure

MEC Member of the Executive CouncilMEC Member of the Executive Council

MOA Memorandum of AgreementMOA Memorandum of Agreement

MOU Memorandum of UnderstandingMOU Memorandum of Understanding

MSC Mediterranean Shipping CompanyMSC Mediterranean Shipping Company

NDT National Department of TourismNDT National Department of Tourism

PFMA Public Finance Management ActPFMA Public Finance Management Act

PCO Professional Conference OrganiserPCO Professional Conference Organiser

POS Point of SalePOS Point of Sale

PR Public Relations

SAA South African AirwaysSAA South African Airways

SAACI Southern African Association for the Conference SAACI Southern African Association for the Conference 
Industry

SAB South African BreweriesSAB South African Breweries

SADC South African Development CommunitySADC South African Development Community

SAT South African TourismSAT South African Tourism

SATSA South African Tourism Service AssociationSATSA South African Tourism Service Association

SITE Society of Incentives and Travel ExecutivesSITE Society of Incentives and Travel Executives

SMME Small, Medium and Micro EnterprisesSMME Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises

TD Tourism Development

TGCSA Tourism Grading Council of South AfricaTGCSA Tourism Grading Council of South Africa

TIKZN Trade and Investment KwaZulu-NatalTIKZN Trade and Investment KwaZulu-Natal

TIS Tourism Information Services

TKZN Tourism KwaZulu-NatalTKZN Tourism KwaZulu-Natal

UK United Kingdom

UNWTO United Nations World Tourism OrganisationUNWTO United Nations World Tourism Organisation

US United States

WWW What, Where and When magazineWWW What, Where and When magazine
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